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��,QWURGXFWLRQ

In the process of globalization and liberalisation of trade, the external relations of the
European Community play an important role. Being the largest trade player in the world after
the United States, the Community’s exporters depend on foreign markets just as much as third
countries strongly depend on those exporters for their prosperity and internal stability.
With the introduction of the World Trade Organization, whose task is to help trade flow as
freely as possible by removing obstacles to trade and serve as a forum for trade negotiations,
an international institution that provides for the essential foundation and framework of the
Community’s common commercial policy as well as other policies was established.
The new dispute settlement mechanism has made the system more secure and predictable and
constitutes today an important tool for the WTO in settling disputes. Arguments that denied
the old GATT direct effect may need to be abolished. Granting the WTO Agreements direct
effect would have serious and practical effects, effects that may not be altogether positive.
The long-standing, not yet settled banana dispute suggests that there is still some work to be
done before the Dispute Settlement Body can function as a proper court. Large trade players,
such as the EU and the United States still seem to be able to take actions of their own, despite
WTO rules telling them not to. Apart from the discussion around the direct effect of the WTO
Agreements, the dispute also shed light over other important issues such as the protectionist
behaviour of the Community through the preferential treatment in the Lomé Conventions,  and
the future relationship between the Community and the ACP States.

This thesis tries to analyse the legal consequences of the conclusion of agreements by the
Community with an international organization such as the WTO, with a binding mechanism
for settling disputes. In this respect there will be a description of the development over the
years in the European Court of Justice concerning the granting of direct effect of the GATT
1947, the GATT 1994 and the WTO Agreements as well as a description of the legal and
practical effects on the Community of the WTO and the possible direct effect of the WTO
Agreements. The fact that the WTO Agreement is a mixed agreement and the complications
connected thereof will also be discussed. The Court has unequivocally denied direct effect of
the whole WTO agreement as such. However, with the introduction of the WTO and the new
dispute settlement system things have changed, which will be illustrated by a comparison
between the old and the new GATT as well as a survey of the new DSU. The question is
whether the dispute settlement mechanism within the GATT is developing towards an
adjudicative system.

The banana dispute serves as an illustration both of the fact that GATT was denied direct
effect once more and of the problems connected with large trade players engaging in
protectionist behaviour as well as the problems of developing countries having difficulties
competing with world-wide trade. The dispute highlighted the co-operation between the
Community and the ACP states through the Lomé Convention and the consequence of
granting trade preferences to some countries and not to others. The dispute also illustrated the
impact of the WTO on world-wide trade by making States, at least theoretically, change their
policies if found inconsistent with the WTO rules. However, it is rather apparent from the
banana dispute that the WTO system still has some problems with the factual implementation
of its rulings, despite the fact that they are binding. Finally some comments will be made on
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the recent and future development of the ACP trade and the banana dispute as well as a
summary of the discussion among lawyers whether the WTO Agreements should be granted
direct effect or not. The WTO Agreement could refer either the Marrekesh Agreement
establishing the World Trade Organization or the GATT 1994 and the other Multilateral
Agreements that form part of the WTO. In this thesis the latter meaning is used.
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��7KH�(XURSHDQ�&RPPXQLW\¶V�([WHUQDO
5HODWLRQV

�����7KH�&RQFOXVLRQ�RI�,QWHUQDWLRQDO�$JUHHPHQWV�DQG�7KH
0HPEHUVKLS�RI�,QWHUQDWLRQDO�2UJDQL]DWLRQV�RI�WKH�(XURSHDQ
&RPPXQLW\

The legal personality of the European Community is outlined in Article 210 of the EC-Treaty:
”7KH�&RPPXQLW\�VKDOO�KDYH�OHJDO�SHUVRQDOLW\”, and Article 211 of the EC-Treaty provides for
the legal capacity of the Community in each of the Member States.1 Various provisions in the
EC Treaty outline the Community’s possibilities to act as an independent party in external
relations. Article 238 permits the Community to FRQFOXGH�LQWHUQDWLRQDO�DJUHHPHQWV with one
or more States and Article 228 sets out the procedures for conclusion of agreements between
the Community and other States or International Organizations. Article 228 (7) emphasises
the binding character of such agreements while Article  229 requires the Commission to
ensure the maintenance of all appropriate relations with all international organizations, in
particular the United Nations and the GATT. Article 230 and 231 requires the Commission to
establish close co-operation with the Council of Europe and the OECD.

There is no express provision in the EC Treaty for the Community to MRLQ�LQWHUQDWLRQDO
RUJDQL]DWLRQV. However, the Court expressly recognised in Opinion 1/76 that the powers
conferred on the Community by the Treaty included the power, within the scope of the
competence of the Community, to participate in the establishment of international
organizations and to be a member of such organizations.2 Thus the Community’s powers to
enter into international organizations include a power to enter into agreements establishing
international organizations. This judgement is also reinforced by Article 228 (3) of the Treaty
which envisages the conclusion by the EC of ”agreements establishing a specific international
framework by organising co-operation procedures”.

                                                
1  The leading authority on the international legal status of organisations composed of states is the 5HSDUDWLRQV
&DVH ( 5HSDUDWLRQV�IRU�,QMXULHV�6XIIHUHG�LQ�WKH�6HUYLFH�RI�WKH�8QLWHG�1DWLRQV (1949) ICJ Rep.174 ), commented
in  I. Macleod, I.D. Hendry and S.Hyett, The External Relations of the European Communities, 1996, pp.30-31.
2 Opinion 1/76 Draft Agreement establishing  a European Laying-up Fund for Inland Waterway Vessels (1977)
ECR 741, 756, commented by J.Sack in ”7KH�(XURSHDQ�&RPPXQLW\¶V�0HPEHUVKLS�RI�,QWHUQDWLRQDO
2UJDQLVDWLRQV”, CML Rev.32, 1995, no 5, p.1229.
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����7KH�3RZHUV�RI�7KH�(XURSHDQ�&RPPXQLW\

The powers of the Community derive from the EC Treaty, which determines the action which
the Community can take and the procedures by which the powers can be exercised. The
fundamental principle of Community law is the principle that the Community’s powers are
attributed to the Community by the Member States. This ”SULQFLSOH�RI�WKH�DWWULEXWLRQ�RI
SRZHUV” appears most clearly in Article 3b of the Treaty which provides that ”the Community
shall act within the limits of the powers conferred upon it by this Treaty and of the objectives
assigned to it therein”. This principle does not mean that the Member States, whenever they
feel like it, can decide to ”take back” some of the powers attributed to the Community. The
transfer of powers is permanent. This was commented in &RVWD�Y��(1(/ where the Court
stated that ”the transfer by the States from their domestic legal system to the Community legal
system of the rights and obligations arising under the Treaty carries with it a permanent
limitation of their sovereign rights, against which a subsequent unilateral act incompatible
with the concept of the Community cannot prevail”.3

The powers of the Community can either be express or implied. ([SUHVV�SRZHUV are powers
conferred expressly in a provision of the Treaty, such as the power to conclude agreements in
Article 238. The GRFWULQH�RI�LPSOLHG�SRZHUV, developed in the jurisprudence of the Court,
ensured that the Community could enter into agreements in other areas within its internal
competence. The exact scope of implied powers has been clarified by recent case-law and by
amendments by the Maastricht Treaty.4 In Opinion 2/91 the Court described the implied
powers of  the Community as follows: ”Authority to enter into international commitments
may not only arise from an express attribution by the treaty, but may also flow implicitly from
its provisions”. There is a parallelism between the Community’s internal and external powers.
It is not necessary however, to exercise the powers to legislate internally in order to have
external powers. The Court has held that the mere existence of an internal power can of itself
give rise to a power to enter into agreements.5

It must then be examined whether the Community has exclusive competence to act or share
this competence with the Member States. The principal consequence of H[FOXVLYH�&RPPXQLW\
FRPSHWHQFH is that Member States no longer can act in those areas where the Community has
shared competence. In Opinion 2/91-the ILO case- the Court summarised the law on the
exclusive competence of the Community. The Court said that the competence is exclusive in
areas of common commercial policy, the conservation of fisheries, and competition. 6

                                                
3 C-6/64 &RVWD�Y��(1(/ (1964) ECR 585, p.594.
4 C- 22/70 �&RPPLVVLRQ�Y��&RXQFLO (the ERTA case) (1971) ECR 263, Opinion 2/91 Re ILO Convention, (1993)
ECR I-1061, Opinion 1/94 Re the WTO Agreement (1995) ECR I-5267 and Opinion 2/92 Re OECD National
Treatment Instrument, (1995) ECR 521, commented in Macleod, Hendry and Hyett, 1996, pp.47-53.
5 Opinion 1/76 (Rhine Navigation case), Opinion 2/91, Opinion 2/92, Opinion 1/94.
6 Article 113 of the EC-Treaty, Article 102 of the Act of Accession in relation to fisheries conservation measures,
and Articles 85-90 of the EC Treaty.
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Furthermore, each time the Community has decided to implement a common policy envisaged
in the Treaty and adopts provisions laying down common rules, the Member States no longer
have the right, acting individually or even collectively, to conclude agreements or undertake
obligations which affect those rules. (The ERTA principle). The Community also has
exclusive competence in cases where the external competence arises from an express power in
an internal act or where internal powers can only be effectively exercised at the same time as
external powers.7 It should be noted that once it has been established that the Community has
exclusive competence, it retains this competence whether or not it exercises it. Thus, in case
of exclusive Community competence, the Member States cannot act in case the Community
fails to do so.8

The consequence of VKDUHG�FRPSHWHQFH is that the Member States still have the power to enter
into agreements and to take action in the areas in question. When the competence is shared
between the Community and the Member States the Court has said that there is a duty of co-
operation between the institutions of the Community and the Member States, both in the
process of negotiation and conclusion as well as in the fulfilment of the obligations entered
into.9 Even though it is a duty, some say it does not oblige the Member State to reach a
common position, it only obliges them to use best endeavours to do so.10

�������0L[HG�$JUHHPHQWV

 A mixed agreement is ”an agreement to which one or more of the Communities and the
Member States are, or may become, parties, and which contains provisions some elements of
which fall within Community competence, and some of which fall within the competence of
the Member States”.11 The notion of shared competence ”serves to stress that the entire life
of a (projected) or mixed agreement is the joint affair of the Community and the Member
States”.12 One of the main problems with mixed agreements consists of the co-ordination of a
common position by the Member States. The Court’s statements in shared powers has not
given much guidance and although there has been several attempts to draw up detailed codes
of conduct when dealing with mixed agreements this has not led to any satisfactory results.13
In some cases of course, the text of the agreement includes a reference to the division of
competence. If there is no such reference it is essential for the Community and the Member
States to attempt to define their respective competence and to give an appropriate notification.
This is necessary for the Community’s and the Member States’ rights and obligations under
the agreement to be distinguished. If the agreement does not provide for a distinction of
powers between the Community and the Member States, indirectly or directly, then the
Community’s and the Member States’ rights and obligations are regarded as an ”undivided
whole” by the other party or parties to the agreement. Consequently there is also a joint

                                                
7 Opinion 1/94, Opinion 1/76.
8 C-804/79 &RPPLVVLRQ�Y��8QLWHG�.LQJGRP (1981) ECR 1045, paragraph 20 of the judgement.
9 Opinion 2/91, para. 36,  and Opinion 1/78 Re Draft International Agreement Natural Rubber��1979) ECR 2871
paras. 34-36.
10 Macleod, Hendry and Hyett, 1996, p.149.
11 Macleod, Hendry and Hyett, 1996, p.143.
12 N. A Neuwahl, ”6KDUHG�SRZHUV�RU�FRPELQHG�LQFRPSHWHQFH"�0RUH�RQ�PL[LW\”, CML Rev. 33, 1996, No 4,
p.677, see also Opinion 1/94, para. 108.
13 Neuwahl, 1996, p.677-678. Opinion 1/94 raised more problems than it solved.
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responsibility, thus reciprocity may be invoked against both the Community and the Member
States in such a case.14

�����/HJDO�(IIHFWV�RI�$JUHHPHQWV�&RQFOXGHG�E\�7KH
(XURSHDQ�&RPPXQLW\

Agreements concluded by the Community are binding on the Community and form an integral
part of the Community. This was concluded by the Court of Justice in +DHJHPDQ�Y�
%HOJLXP�15 Because the provisions of an agreement form part of Community law, they may
give rise to rights and duties which individuals can invoke directly before national courts.  The
Community also has a duty to make reparation if it does not fulfil the terms of the agreement
since it is responsible in international law for the performance of its obligations and the
agreements must be performed in accordance with the principle of pacta sunt servanda.16

                                                
14 G. Gaja, ”7KH�(XURSHDQ�&RPPXQLW\¶V�5LJKWV�DQG�2EOLJDWLRQV�XQGHU�0L[HG�$JUHHPHQWV”, in Mixed
Agreements, edited by D.O’Keeffe and H. Schermers, 1983, p.137.
15 +DHJHPDQ�Y��%HOJLXP C-181/73 (1974 ) ECR 449, paras. 4-5 of the judgement. This was later confirmed in  C-
12/86 'HPLUHO�Y��6WDGW 6FKZlELVFK�*PXQG  (1987) ECR 3719, para. 7 of the judgement.
16 Macleod, Hendry and Hyett, 1996, pp.123 and 127.
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����7KH�%DQDQD�'LVSXWH

����,QWURGXFWLRQ

The legal status and effects of GATT 1947 within the Community was highlighted in
Germany v Council, the famous ”banana-case”, where the direct effect of the GATT 1947 was
subject to discussion.17 Also the trade preferences in the Lomé Convention, granted to ACP
countries were up to scrutiny. It was not the first time the question of direct effect of the
GATT arose, the Court of Justice has in a number of cases over the years been confronted
with the question whether international agreements should be granted direct effect. But it was
the first time a Member State had brought an action for annulment of an EC legislative
provision that was based on a provision of GATT. The background to the banana dispute was
the EC banana-regime, in particular Council Regulation 404/93 on the Common Organization
of the Market in Bananas.18

�����5HJXODWLRQ�RI�%DQDQDV�%HIRUH�7KH�&RPPRQ
2UJDQL]DWLRQ�RI�7KH�0DUNHW�LQ�%DQDQDV

�������,QWURGXFWLRQ

The European Union consumes about 4 million tonnes of bananas annually.19 There is,
however, not much production of bananas in the Community. Traditionally about half of the
Community’s consumption of bananas is supplied by the ACP-states and by the Community
itself. The other half of the bananas, the ”dollar” bananas, comes from Latin America. All
these bananas used to enter the Community trough different regimes. In a number of
countries, e.g. France and the United Kingdom the banana market was wholly or partially
reserved for home production or imported from ACP-countries or both. The markets in the
other countries, e.g. Germany and The Netherlands were essentially supplied by third country
bananas.20

�������3URWHFWHG�%DQDQD�0DUNHWV

The banana production in the Community has always been protected in the relevant Member
States from external competition since under normal market conditions it would be unable to

                                                
17 Case C-280/93  )HGHUDO�5HSXEOLF�RI�*HUPDQ\�Y��&RXQFLO, (1994) ECR I-4973.
18 Council Regulation No. 404/93 of 13 February 1993 on the Common Organization of the Market in Bananas,
O.J. 1993, L 47/1.
19 ”Bananas: Reconciling WTO rules and producers’ interest”
http://www.europarl.eu.int/dg2/acp/en/banana1.htm
20 as note 17, see Advocate General Gulmann’s opinion at pp. 4985-4986.
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compete. There are great price- and quality differences between Community bananas and so-
called ”dollar” bananas. ”Dollar” bananas are much cheaper than Community bananas, due in
particular to different climate- and geographical conditions. Production of bananas in the
Latin American countries have advantageous conditions of soil, climate and terrain and the
production takes place in the large plantations often owned by multinational companies.
The market in the ACP states suffer from the same disadvantages. Within the framework of
the Lomé Conventions however, bananas originating from ACP countries have also been
protected. The other Member States who have no production of their own and who do not
import from ex-colonies buy their bananas in the dollar zone, where they are cheapest.21

������7KH�$&3�6WDWHV�DQG�7KH�)RXUWK�/RPp�&RQYHQWLRQ

The Lomé Convention is a contractual agreement between the European Union and seventy
African, Caribbean and Pacific states. The current agreement, the fourth Lomé Convention
took affect from 1990 and lasts ten years. The trade provisions form a significant part of the
Lomé Convention and exempt Caribbean and other ACP countries’ imports from import
duties and also provide for special arrangements for special commodities, such as bananas.
Lomé IV and its %DQDQD�3URWRFRO guaranteed that if a common market regime was introduced
for bananas, the traditional benefits would be safeguarded. Because of problems of size,
climate and terrain the Caribbean banana producers cannot compete with Latin America,
where in many cases North American multinationals, such as Chiquita, Dole, and Del Monte
dominate the market. The ACP only account for 20 per cent of the EU market while Latin
American bananas still predominate. 22Still, Caribbean States, such as the Winward Islands of
Dominica, St.Lucia and St.Vincent, are uniquely dependent on bananas for their economic
survival. The European market is particularly important for these small island economies
where income from banana exports to Europe contributes to almost half of the economies’
total export earnings.23 Lomé’s guarantee of preferential access to the EU banana market
remains essential to the Caribbean’s economic survival. The Banana protocol, under which
the Winward islands enjoy preferential access to the SEM has facilitated the growth of the
banana industry and has played a significant role in their economies

��������7UDGH�3UHIHUHQFHV�LQ�5HODWLRQ�WR�7KH�*$77

The MFN principle in Article 1 of the GATT is one of the cornerstones of the GATT and
WTO Agreement. However, even though some provisions of the Lomé Convention
potentially violate this principle, there is in the GATT and WTO Agreements some room for
manoeuvre, and there has in practice been an acceptance that developing countries depart
from the general MFN principle.24 It was first and foremost the trade preference arrangements
in the form of different tariff rates that differed between countries, and the Commodity

                                                
21 P.Eeckhout, The European Internal Market and International Trade, 1994, pp.225, 228.
22 These three companies control over 64 % of the World’s banana market share. ”The EU Trading Regime -
Need for the Regime”, http://www.cbea.org/CBEA/EU/Default.htm, 981006.
23 ”A future for Caribbean bananas-The importance of Europe’s banana market to the Caribbean”,
http://www.oxfam.org.uk/policy/papers/bananas.htm, 981006, p.1.
24 R. Gynberg, ” 1HJRWLDWLQJ�D�IDLW�$FFRPSOL��7KH�:72�,QFRPSDWLELOLW\�RI�WKH�/RPp�&RQYHQWLRQ�WUDGH
3URYLVLRQV�DQG�WKH�$&3�((&�1HJRWLDWLRQV”, http://www.oneworld.org/ecdpm/pubs/wp38_gb.htm 981006, p.19
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Protocols on beef, veal, bananas and sugar that could potentially breach the MFN principle. In
order to have this system of preference, the developed countries seeked and was granted a
waiver from Article 1 provisions. This was under the condition that all developing countries
were treated equally.

������7KH�5HVXOWV�RI�9DULHG�%DQDQD�5HJLPHV

The varied banana regimes resulted in significant differences as regards prices and
consumption in the national markets. This is why the importation of dollar zone  bananas was
subject to a customs duty of 20% ad valorem, consolidated within the framework of GATT,
while the other bananas were imported duty-free, in order to make the Community-and ACP-
bananas more competitive. Under Article 168 (1) of the Lomé Convention ACP bananas
entered the Community free of customs duties.25In addition, the Banana Protocol guaranteed
that no ACP State was to be placed ”as regards access to the market and market advantages, in
a less favourable situation than in the past or at present”.26 The protocol intended to
guarantee ACP producers access to traditional EU markets and improve the production and
marketing conditions for their bananas. Germany  however had a duty-free quota for imports
into Germany. This duty-free scheme was based on a protocol negotiated as part of the Treaty
of Rome. This protocol provided for duty-free entry of bananas in Germany up to certain
annual quotas. If that quota would prove to be insufficient it could be increased. Some
Member States were authorised to impose additional measures upon their banana imports to
preserve the preferential access to particular sources. These measures were legitimised by
former Article 115 of the Treaty of Rome which allowed individual Member States to
maintain some national trade measures subject to Community conditions.27

������7KH�6LQJOH�(XURSHDQ�$FW

The Single European Act in 1987 made new rules on bananas indispensable since the Member
States applied different systems with regard to bananas.28 These different banana regimes
were clearly incompatible with article 7A in the EC-Treaty where the SEA is outlined. The
SEA required the Member States to permit third country imports to circulate freely once put
into circulation on the EC market, unhindered by internal barriers.29 That requirement made
Article 115 of the Treaty of Rome  ineffective. The different banana regimes prevented the
free movement of bananas within the Community as well as the implementation of common

                                                
25 The Fourth Lomé Convention is published in O.J. L 229/3 of 17 august 1991.
26 There has been a slight change of the wording of this article of the Banana protocol: ”..no ACP State shall be
placed, as regards access to its traditional markets and its advantages on those markets, in a less favourable
situation than in the past or at present. See Article 1 of the Protocol 5 on Bananas annexed to the Lomé IV which
still is in force.
27 C.Stevens, ”(8�SROLF\�IRU�WKH�EDQDQD�PDUNHW” in Policy-making in the European Union, eds. H.Wallace and
W.Wallace, 1996, p.330.
28The main effect of the SEA, which came into force in 1987,  was to ”provide the necessary decision-making
processes to enable the Community internal market to be completed”, by removing the remaining internal barriers
before 31 of December 1992. Macleod, Hendry and Hyett, 1996,  p.5.
29 R.Read, ”7KH�(&�,QWHUQDO�%DQDQD�0DUNHW��7KH�,VVXHV�DQG�WKH�'LOHPPD”, The World Economy, March 1994,
Vol. 17, No 2, p.225.
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arrangements for trade with third countries. A common organization of the banana market was
therefore needed in order to replace the various national banana regimes.30

�����7KH�&RPPRQ�2UJDQL]DWLRQ�RI�7KH�0DUNHW�LQ�%DQDQDV

In the implementation of the common organization of the market, which was intended to bring
about the free movement within the Community and a common system of trade with third
countries, due consideration had to be taken of the interests of the Community and the ACP
banana producers. A trading system based on free trade principles would have placed the
uncompetitive ACP States in a very unfavourable position. The underlying objective of the
Banana Protocol was to avoid that kind of situations. The aim of the common organization of
the market was to enable bananas produced in the EU- and ACP States to be sold on the
Community market at prices which were fair to the producers and consumers, without
affecting imports from other third -country suppliers, while providing sufficient income for
producers. The Community was thus faced with a dilemma between its legal obligation
towards the SEA and its prior obligations towards the ACP States under the Banana Protocol
of the Lomé Convention. However it was agreed that ”for the purposes of achievement of the
single market, a balanced and flexible common organization of the market for the banana
sector must replace the various national arrangements”.31

�������&RXQFLO�5HJXODWLRQ��������RQ�7KH�&RPPRQ�2UJDQL]DWLRQ�RI�7KH
0DUNHW�LQ�%DQDQDV

Council Regulation 404/93 was imposed from 1 July 1993 after a number of proposed
solutions.32 The Regulation allowed ACP- and Community bananas to enter the Community
duty-free while the dollar bananas were to be subject to a two-tier tariff. The quota was by
Article 18 (1) set at 2 million tonnes even though a provision for an additional quota to be
fixed every year on the basis of the forecast balance existed. For quantities within the quota
the duty would be set at 100 ECU per tonne and for those in excess of the quota the duty
would be increased to 850 ECU per tonne for imports of third country bananas and 750 ECU
per tonne for imports of non-traditional ACP-bananas.33 Also the rules for the distribution of
the quota made a distinction between third country bananas and ACP bananas. Article 19
provides that 66,5% of the quota is open to operators who traditionally marketed third-country
and/or non traditional bananas, 30% is open to operators who marketed Community and/or
traditional ACP-bananas and finally 3,5%, the rest, is open for operators established in the
Community who started marketing bananas other than Community and/or traditional ACP-
bananas from 1992. Finally the Regulation provided for licensing procedures for imports of
bananas, irrespective of source.34

                                                
30 as note 18, Advocate-General Gulmann’s opinion at pp. 4986-4987.
31 as note 17, p. 5044, para. 3 of the judgement.
32 Stevens, 1996, p.342.
33 Article 18 (1) and (2) of Regulation 404/93. Note that the article discriminates between dollar bananas and
non-traditional bananas.
34 Article 17 and 19(2) of the Regulation.
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�������&KDQJH�RI�7KH�1DWXUH�RI�&RPSHWLWLRQ�LQ�7KH�(8"

Since the ACP bananas had difficulties performing well in comparison with dollar bananas,
the object of the quota was to allow the dollar zone operators to continue to supply their
traditional market while at the same time impose a serious barrier to attempts to increase their
market share at the expense of the ACP-and Community suppliers. However, while the
internal banana market opened up heavily protected Community markets to dollar bananas,
better able to compete in terms of both price and quality, the quota and license agreements
together with the oligopolistic market still made it possible for the manipulation of prices in
the EC, trough the further restriction of supply. According to Robert Read this new system
created ”an incentive for the destruction of bananas, whether unilaterally or through collusion,
once they have been imported under the quota”. Read was not happy with such an anti-
competitive behaviour and said that it ”would have obvious adverse consequences for the
welfare of EC consumers and could be avoided by an equivalent tariff”.35

������/DWLQ�$PHULFDQ�&RPSODLQWV

Regulation 404/93 clearly distinguished between bananas imported from the ACP countries
and those from third countries. It was especially the rules for third country bananas and non-
traditional ACP bananas which were controversial and subject to disputes and the rules for the
distribution of the quota in particular.36 The dollar zone producers were very critical of the
regime. They were concerned by the imposition of a tariff quota on exports to Germany which
previously had not existed at all and by the size of the quota. 2 million tonnes net weight,
adjusted to 2,1 million, was insufficient, especially since the volume of Latin America’s
banana exports to the EU was 2,8 million in 1992.37The punitive nature of the high tariff was
also a concern. A complaint was made to the GATT by Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatemala,
Nicaragua and Venezuela, on the basis that the level of the quota was set below the level of
imports since 1988.

The GATT panel report found the new import-regime for bananas incompatible with Articles
I, II and III of GATT 1947.38 Even though the Community had been granted a waiver under
Article I of the GATT for the Lomé agreement, the panel found that EC’s non-reciprocal
preferential tariff treatment was inconsistent with the most-favoured nation rule in Article I
and not covered by the exceptions in Article XXIV on customs union and free-trade areas and
Part IV on trade and development.39 Neither were the measures justified by Article
XX(h).The EC did not, however, accept the Panel’s decision and recommendation  and

                                                
35 Read, 1994, p.232.
36  U.Everling, University of Bonn, former judge of the European Court of Justice, in  ”:LOO�(XURSH�VOLS�RQ
%DQDQDV"�7KH�EDQDQD��MXGJHPHQW�RI�WKH�&RXUW�RI�-XVWLFH�DQG�QDWLRQDO�FRXUWV´��33 CML Rev. 1996, p.405
37 Stevens, 1996, p.346.
38 GATT document DS/38/R of 11 February 1994.  Note that even the earlier national import regimes for
bananas, before the Common Organization for Bananas and Regulation 404/93, have been criticised and
reviewed by a  GATT panel, DS/32/R of 3 June 1993. The Panel found some of the national import regimes
inconsistent with Article XI:I and Article I. This Panel report, however, was never adopted. R.Grynberg, supra,
pp.7-8
39 E-U. Petersmann, ”7KH�*$77�'LVSXWH�6HWWOHPHQW�6\VWHP�DV�DQ�LQVWUXPHQW�RI�WKH�)RUHLJQ�7UDGH�3ROLF\�RI�WKH
(&” , in The European Union and World Trade Law, eds.N.Emilou and D.O’Keeffe, 1996, p.273, and  Eeckhout,
1994, p.237.
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therefore it never became binding.40 However as result of the complaint the Community
negotiated with four of the Latin American countries concerned and the result reached in mid-
1994 was a slightly increased quota; the tariff quota for dollar zone- and non-traditional ACP-
exporters was increased by 100,000 tonnes for 1994 and 200.000 tonnes for 1995. 41 In return
for this the four Latin American countries promised not to pursue the adoption of the second
Panel Report on Bananas. This special arrangement was part of the %DQDQD�)UDPHZRUN
$JUHHPHQW��%)$��concluded during the Uruguay Round.42

�����,QWUD�(&�&RPSODLQWV��*HUPDQ\�Y��&RXQFLO���7KH�%DQDQD
-XGJHPHQW

Germany was also unhappy with the new common organization of bananas in the Community.
The setting of the quota at 2 million tonnes of third country bananas in 1994 meant a
substantial reduction for the banana operators on the German market. German importers
disposed of about 840,000 tonnes in comparison with imports of 1,371,000 tonnes in 1992.
That gap was nearly a reduction of 40% and it was not filled by third country bananas
imported by operators favoured by the 30% clause, nor by Community or additional ACP
bananas imported from other Member States. Due in particular to the lack of long term
contracts and relationships secured by investments between importers and producers, the
overseas territories of the Member States and the ACP States were not able to satisfy demand
of the other Member States, neither were the operators favoured by the 30% clause. In practice
this meant that trade in bananas between the Member States was limited and that no
Community/ACP bananas were offered to the consumers in the German Market.43

Consequently, parallel to the complaint in the GATT by the Latin American countries
Germany brought an action under Article 173 of the EC-Treaty for the annulment of Title IV
and Article 21(2) of the Council Regulation 404/93. This was the first time a Member State
had brought an action for annulment of an EC legislative provision that was based on a
provision of GATT.44 Germany, supported by interventions from Belgium and the
Netherlands, claimed, inter alia, that the EC import-regime for bananas was in breach of basic
provisions of the GATT 1947 and that those parts should be declared void. In addition,
Germany claimed the discrimination of the operators traditionally importing third country
bananas and the violation of their right to property and freedom to pursue trade or business,
and finally that the principle of proportionality had been breached.

                                                
40 Under the old GATT, consensus in favour of the ruling was required in order for the ruling to get adopted, the
effect of which was that many rulings never became binding because one, or several of the parties blocked them.
41 As a result of the accession of Austria, Finland and Sweden the tariff quota was raised to 2.553 million tonnes.
This increase was however, not bound. J.A.McMahon�´7KH�(&�%DQDQD�5HJLPH��WKH�:72�UXOLQJV�DQG�WKH�$&3�
)LJKWLQJ�IRU�(FRQRPLF�6XUYLYDO"´� JWT, August 1998, Vol. 32, No 4, p.104, note 12.
42 McMahon��1998, p.104.
43 Everling, 1996, pp.405-406.
44 F.Castillo De La Torre, ”7KH�6WDWXV�RI�*$77�LQ�(&�/DZ��UHYLVLWHG��7KH�&RQVHTXHQFHV�RI�WKH�-XGJHPHQW�RQ�WKH
%DQDQD�,PSRUW�5HJLPH�IRU�WKH�(QIRUFHPHQW�RI�WKH�8UXJXD\�5RXQG�$JUHHPHQWV”, JWT,  February 1995, Vol.29,
No 1, p.56.
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�������3ULQFLSOH�RI�1RQ�'LVFULPLQDWLRQ

The Court, who in large followed the opinion of Advocate General Gulmann, admitted that
the Regulation treated the banana operators differently. Operators who traditionally imported
and were supplied by third country bananas now found their import restricted in comparison
to the ACP- and Community banana operators. To find whether the principle of
discrimination had been breached or not it must be examined if the Regulation treated
comparable situations differently. The principle of non-discrimination requires that
comparable situations are not treated in a different manner unless the difference is objectively
justified.45 The Court found first of all that the situations of the banana operators, before the
regulation was adopted, were not comparable. Furthermore, the difference in treatment of the
operators, after the regulation came into force, appeared to be ”inherent in the objective of
integrating previously compartmentalised markets, bearing in mind the different situations of
the various categories of economic operators before the establishment of the common
organization of the market”.46 Therefore the complaint of breach of the principle of non-
discrimination was rejected by the Court as unfounded.

Also the alleged infringement of the right to property and ULJKW�WR�SXUVXH�WUDGH�RU�EXVLQHVV
was rejected by the Court. Concerning the right to property the Court stated that since a
market share, before the common organization of the market, only constitutes a ”momentary
economic position exposed to the risks of changing circumstances” no economic operator
could claim a right to property in such a market share.47 Concerning the right to pursue trade
and business, the Court admitted that the introduction of the tariff quota changed the
competitive position of banana operators on the German market. However, because of the
abolition of the various national import regimes and the disappearance of the protective
barriers it was  essential that the Community and the ACP bananas were nor displaced from
the entire market and therefore necessary to limit the volume of imports of third country
bananas into the Community. Consequently, the restriction on the traditional operators in third
country bananas in their freedom to pursue trade or business corresponded to objectives of
general interest and did not ”impair the substance of that right.48

��������,QIULQJHPHQW�RI�*$77�5XOHV

The German government also submitted to the Court that the Regulation infringed certain
basic provisions of the GATT, and that the compliance with GATT law was a condition of the
lawfulness of Community acts, regardless of any question as to the direct effect of the GATT.
On the opposite side the Council, supported in particular by the Commission, contested that
GATT could be relied on to challenge the lawfulness of a Community act.

The Court, which in large followed the opinion of Advocate General Gulmann also in this
respect, referred to its previous statements that the GATT had the effect of binding the
Community but that to be able to assess the scope of GATT in the Community legal system,
the spirit, the general scheme and the terms of GATT had to be considered. It was also settled
case-law according to the Court, that the GATT is based on the principle of negotiations

                                                
45 para. 67 of the judgement.
46 para. 74 of the judgement.
47 para. 79 of the judgement.
48 paras. 82 to 87 of the judgement.
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”undertaken on the basis of reciprocal and mutually advantageous arrangements”.49 The
Court further referred to the great flexibility of the provisions of GATT with express reference
to the possibilities of derogation, the measures to be taken when confronted with exceptional
difficulties and the settlement of conflicts between parties.50 These features of the GATT
made it first of all impossible for an individual to invoke GATT in a court, and secondly
precluded the Court from taking provisions of GATT into consideration to assess the
lawfulness of a regulation in an action brought by a Member State under Article 173, first
paragraph of the Treaty.51

The Court concluded that the rules of GATT were not unconditional and an obligation to
recognise them as rules of international law, which are directly applicable in the domestic
systems of the contracting parties, could not be based on the spirit, general scheme or terms of
the GATT.52 The only exception the Court recognised in this respect was on the condition
that the Court intended to implement a particular obligation of the GATT, or that the
Community act refers expressly to a special provision of the GATT.53In this respect, the
Court referred back to two earlier judgements: )HGLRO�Y�&RPPLVVLRQ, and 1DNDMLPD�Y
&RXQFLO.54 Consequently, the German government’s application for the annulment of Title IV
and Article 21(2) of Council Regulation 404/93 was dismissed by the Court.

�����&RPPHQWV

The Banana judgement and the Court’s reasoning regarding the direct effect of GATT have
been the object of some debate and criticism among lawyers.

3KLOLS�/HH and %ULDQ�.HQQHG\ found it very peculiar that no reference was made to the
changes introduced by the Tokyo Round or the subsequent changes to the dispute resolution
procedure.55 These changes included the 1982 Ministerial Declaration, the 1984 Action and
the 1989 Dispute Settlement Procedures Improvements and the 1989 improvements shifted
the emphasis from consultation to panel proceedings by establishing strict time-limits for
consultation, and introduced standard terms of reference for panels, automatic surveillance of
the implementation of panel recommendations or rulings and an optional system of
arbitration.56 (UQVW�8OULFK�3HWHUVPDQQ were also rather critical of the ruling of the Court.
In his view the Court failed to take into account a number of factors: the fact that many
provisions of the GATT, such as Articles III and XI:I are more precise and unconditional than
the EC Treaty, such as Articles 30 and 90, the fact that the GATT dispute settlement
provisions require that all solutions formally raised under the system shall be consistent with

                                                
49 paras. 105 and 106 of the judgement.
50 para. 106 of the judgement.
51 para. 109 of the judgement.
52 para. 110 of the judgement.
53 The fact that GATT could in certain circumstances be invoked, is sometimes referred to as the LQGLUHFW�HIIHFW of
GATT. P.Eeckhout, ´7KH�GRPHVWLF�OHJDO�VWDWXV�RI�WKH�:72�$JUHHPHQW��,QWHUFRQQHFWLQJ�OHJDO�V\VWHPV´� CML
Rev. 34, 1997, p.40.
54 para. 111 of the judgement. C-70/87�)HGLRO�Y�&RPPLVVLRQ (1989) ECR 1781, and C-69/89 1DNDMLPD�Y�&RXQFLO
(1991) ECR I-2069.
55 The Tokyo Round , with 99 countries participating, was initiated in 1973 and concluded in 1979.
56 P. Lee and B. Kennedy, ”7KH�SRWHQWLDO�'LUHFW�(IIHFW�RI�*$77������LQ�(XURSHDQ�&RPPXQLW\�/DZ”, JWT,
February 1996, vol. 30, no 1, p.73.
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the General Agreement. This is contrary to Advocate General Gulmann’s opinion who said
that in GATT law it is to a large extent up to the contracting parties involved to solve their
disputes by negotiation. According to Petersmann the Court also forgot to mention that the
GATT is binding on the institutions of the Community and the Member States, not only in
terms of GATT law but also in terms of primary EC law, the obligation laid out in Article 234
as well as the fact that the preamble of the Banana Regulation 404/93 explicitly declared that
”the Community can respect..its various international obligations”. Moreover, Petersmann
questioned the Court’s logic in that the Community institutions can disregard the obligations
under the GATT but not under the Lomé Convention. To him the Court of Justice ”continues
to reveal a preference for power politics and a disregard for the rule of law to the detriment of
EC citizens.57 8OI�(YHUOLQJ was perplexed by the Court’s and Advocate General’s reasoning
in the case. He stressed that the GATT were not a ”caricature of an international agreement”,
but obligatory on the Community and the Member States and consequently must be taken
seriously by the Court. If the provisions of the GATT are part of the Community legal order,
then acts infringing those provisions are illegal. Everling pointed out the necessity of the
Member States to object to infringements of GATT in accordance with Article 173 (2),
especially since the Member States also are Contracting parties to the GATT.58 Together with
the Community they are equally responsible for the correct application of GATT, and if they
do not have the possibility to object to Community acts infringing the GATT, then they are,
according to Everling, confronted with a situation similar to what is often called ”déni de
justice”.59  To 3LHW�(HFNKRXW it was obvious that the Court in its reasoning in the Banana-case
did not take into account the legalisation process the GATT has gone trough since 1947, in
particular the improvements in the dispute settlement mechanism in the DSU in 1994 during
the Uruguay Round negotiations. Eeckhout pointed, however, to the fact that the Community
had concluded an agreement with a number of Latin-American banana exporters, and was
trying to get a GATT waiver for the Lomé Convention. In these circumstances he was
doubtful whether the Court could have been expected to intervene and state that the GATT
could be directly enforced before German courts. He  wondered if, on the assumption that the
banana regime infringed some of the GATT rules, it was up the Court to strike it down and
prevent a negotiated settlement in the GATT. In his view the Banana case clearly illustrates
the difficulties which are associated with the granting of direct effect of the GATT, and the
complexity of the GATT rules and mechanism. He doubts whether the Court of Justice and
the Member State courts are equipped to deal with the intricate legal questions the
WTO/GATT will give rise to.60

�����7KH�:72�&RPSODLQW

The ruling by the Court of Justice in the banana-case did not put an end to the dispute, and a
further complaint was made to the WTO by Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico and the
United States. A request for the establishment for a panel was made, and in May 1997 the
final report of the Panel was issued.61 The panel decided that the EC’s import regime for

                                                
57 Petersmann, 1996, pp. 275-277.
58The States are no longer CONTRACTING PARTIES to the GATT but Members of the WTO. See note 119.
59 Everling, 1996, pp.422-423.
60 Eeckhout, 1997, pp.31 and 57.
61 WT/DS/27/R European Communities-Regime for the Importation, Sale and Distribution of Bananas.
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bananas was inconsistent with Articles I:1, III:4, X:3 and XIII:1 of the GATT, Article 1(3) of
the Licensing Agreement and Articles II and XVIII of the GATS. In June 1997, the (XURSHDQ
&RPPXQLW\�appealed against the panel report to the Appellate Body, listing 19 grounds for
appeal, alleging errors in law and legal interpretation to be reviewed. The core of the EC´s
argument concerned the interpretation of the Lomé waiver.62 The EC argued that the
preferential treatment provided in Protocol 5 was not limited to the provision of tariff
preferences, but extended to other advantages. Consequently the treatment accorded to
traditional and non-traditional ACP bananas by the regime was covered by the Lomé waiver.
To support this the EC argued that previous waivers had referred to ”duty-free treatment”
which meant that the reference to preferential treatment  in the Lomé waiver clearly implied
something beyond duty-free treatment.63 The $&3�FRXQWULHV, who intervened in the dispute,
supported in large the EC´s arguments. According to them, the banana regime was clearly
covered by the terms of the waiver, including potential breaches of Articles I and XIII
 made by the Community. The ILYH�FRPSODLQLQJ�SDUWLHV disputed the parties’ interpretation of
the waiver, and argued that the waiver only related to those measures strictly required to
implement the Banana Protocol. To support their argument, they cited traditional GATT
practice of strict interpretation of waivers, and the fact that the waiver was limited  to
measures ”as required by the relevant provisions” of the Convention.64 The Banana Protocol
did, in their view, not extend to other advantages but simply maintained the existing situation
for ACP bananas in the EC market.65

The Appellate Body confirmed in large the Panel’s conclusions.66It should be noted that both
the Panel and Appellate report did not find fault with the principle behind the Lomé
Convention that the ACP banana-exporting countries would have preferential access to the
EU market until the year of 2000, when the fourth Lomé Convention is due to expire.
Still the reports found that a number of elements of the EU’s regime for bananas were not in
conformity with the WTO rules. The Appellate Body concluded that the European
Communities were not required under the Lomé Convention, and its Banana protocol, to
allocate tariff quota shares to some traditional ACP states in excess of their pre-1991 best
exports volumes.67 By assigning country-specific tariff quotas to some countries and not to
others and by providing rules for the allocation of quotas within the BFA, the EC had acted
inconsistently with Article XIII, which requires a member to treat all imports in a similar
manner. Consequently, the banana import system was found to be inconsistent with Article
XIII of the GATT. Furthermore, the EC’s licensing procedures, which involved  the purchase
of EC and/or ACP banana in order to obtain rights to import Latin American bananas or those
from other countries, were found to be contrary to the non-discrimination provisions of the
GATT since they unfairly discriminated against some of the companies importing and
marketing Latin American ”dollar” bananas. Contrary to the Panel report, the Appellate Body
found that the Lomé waiver which had been granted, permitted tariff preferences for ACP
countries, but did not extend to all preferential treatment the EC might wish to accord to the

                                                
62 According to the waiver, Article 1 of the GATT was waived until the expiry of the Convention to the ”extent
necessary to permit the EC to provide preferential treatment” for ACP products ”as required by the relevant
provisions” of the Convention, McMahon� 1998, p.105.
63 WT/DS/27/R, para. 4.60.
64 ibid para. 4.51-4.55.
65 ibid paras. 4.71-4.73, 4.75-4.81.
66 Appellate Body Report: WT/DS27/AB/R European Communities-Regime for the Importation, Sale and
Distribution of Bananas, issued 9 September 1997, especially paras. 167-188, paras. 255-257.
67 ibid, para.178.
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ACP. The waiver was limited to that preferential treatment which was required by the
Convention and did not permit other inconsistencies.68 Finally, through the impact of the
system on the service suppliers of the complaining parties, the banana import regime was also
found to be inconsistent with Articles II and XVII of the GATS, which concern the MFN- and
National treatment principle.69

                                                
68 ibid, para.188.
69 ibid, paras. 240-254.
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����'LUHFW�(IIHFW�RI�7KH�*$77
3URYLVLRQV

����7KH�&RQFHSW�RI�'LUHFW�(IIHFW�LQ�7KH�&RPPXQLW\�/HJDO
2UGHU

The legal effect of granting Community provisions direct effect is that individuals can rely
upon those provisions before their national courts. This is essential to natural and legal
persons who otherwise would not be able to invoke rights under Community law before
national courts. In her article, Nanette Neuwahl also points out the benefit to the Community
itself in the capacity of Community provisions to have direct effect.70 First of all, it brings
Europe closer to the citizen, which was one of the main objectives of the Maastricht
Treaty and secondly, it is important for the Community as a whole since Community law
becomes more effective .71 Direct effect secures the observance of the rights and duties
conferred or imposed by it, and is according to Neuwahl a much better guarantee that
Community law is observed than the principle of the supremacy of Community law, since
individuals can invoke Community provisions in situations the Commission and the Member
States would not pay attention to. Philip Lee and Brian Kennedy also point out the increase of
effectiveness of EC law, in the way national courts can apply directly effective EC law with
greater speed and can use their powers, including the award of damages, to enforce their
orders. According to them the practical significance of the direct effect of EC law simply
cannot be overstated.72

The term direct effect is not mentioned in any of the Community Treaties, but the Court has in
its case-law established the principle of direct effect as a general principle underlying the
Community Treaties.73 The first case establishing the principle of direct effect was van Gend
en Loos in 1963. An importer sought, before a Dutch court, to rely directly on Article 12 of
the EC-Treaty to have an import duty declared unlawful. The Court stated that:

”Independently of the legislation of Member States, Community law therefore not only imposes obligations on
individuals but is also intended to confer upon them rights which become part of their legal heritage. These rights
arise not only where there are expressly granted by the Treaty but also by reason of obligations which the Treaty
imposes in a clearly defined way upon individual as well as upon the Member States as upon the institutions of
the Community”.74

                                                
70 N. Neuwahl, ”,QGLYLGXDOV�DQG�WKH�*$77��'LUHFW�(IIHFW�DQG�,QGLUHFW�HIIHFW�RI�WKH�*HQHUDO�$JUHHPHQW�RI�7DULIIV
DQG�7UDGH�LQ�&RPPXQLW\�/DZ”,  in: The European Union and World Trade Law, eds. N.Emilou and D.O’Keeffe,
1996, at pp. 314-315.
71 Article A states that ”This treaty marks a new stage in the process of creating an ever closer union among the
peoples of Europe, in which GHFLVLRQV�DUH�WDNHQ�DV�FORVHO\�DV�SRVVLEOH�WR�WKH�FLWL]HQ�(my italics)�
72 Lee and Kennedy, 1996, p.69.
73  C-26/62 9DQ�*HQG�HQ�/RRV�Y��1HGHUODQGVH�$GPLQLVWUDWLH�GHU�%HODVWLQJHQ (1963) ECR 1, C-6/64 &RVWD�Y
(1(/ and C-57/65 /�WWLFNH *PE+�Y��+DXSW]ROODPW�6DDUORLV�(1966) ECR 205.
74 page 12 of the judgement.
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Furthermore, the Court stated that in order for a Community provision to have direct effect,
the provision must be clear and ambiguous, unconditional and must not depend for its
operation on further action taken by the Community or national authorities.75

�����'LUHFW�(IIHFW�RI�,QWHUQDWLRQDO�$JUHHPHQWV�&RQFOXGHG�E\
7KH�(XURSHDQ�&RPPXQLW\

�������'LUHFW�(IIHFW�RI�*$77�����

It is not obvious that the GATT should be granted direct effect, the legal and practical results
are numerous and could be serious. Although the direct effect is a well established principle
within the Community, the question whether the GATT also should have direct effect has
been debated by the Court of Justice in a number of cases over the years.

��������7KH�,QWHUQDWLRQDO�)UXLW�-XGJHPHQW

In 1972, the Court decided in ,QWHUQDWLRQDO�)UXLW�&RPSDQ\ that the GATT did not have direct
effect and it has confirmed that ever since.76 The case was about a company seeking to have a
series of Community regulations declared invalid. The company claimed that the Regulations,
which laid down restrictions on the importation of apples, were contrary to Article XI of the
GATT, which concerns the general elimination of quantitative restrictions. The Court first
examined the purpose, the spirit and the general scheme and terms of the GATT. In this
examination the Court noted that the GATT is based on ”the principle of negotiations
undertaken on the basis of reciprocal and mutually advantageous arrangements” and that it is
”characterised by the great flexibility of its provisions”.77

The Court focused in this respect, especially on three provisions of GATT: 78
- Article XIX: the safeguards measures which could be taken when domestic producers
suffered or were threatened with serious damage. The purpose of this article was to protect
losses in a domestic economy. This exception to the bound tariff levels and ban on quotas
was originally very vaguely worded.
- Article XXII: the consultation procedure. Negotiations and the resolutions of disputes were
(and still are) of great importance to the GATT, which was emphasised by article XXII, which

                                                
75 page 13 of the judgement. These criteria were summed up by A.G  Mayras in C-2/74 5H\QHUV�Y� %HOJLDQ�6WDWH
(1974) ECR 631, p.659-663.
76 Cases 21 to 24/72 ,QWHUQDWLRQDO�)UXLW�&RPSDQ\�Y��3URGXNWVFKDS�YRRU�*URHQWHQ�HQ�)UXLW (1972) ECR 1219,
C-9/73 6FKO�WHU�Y��+DXSW]ROODPW�/|UUDFK (1973) ECR, 1135, C-38/75 1HGHUODQGVH�6SRRUZHJHQ�Y� ,QVSHFWHXU
GHU�LQYRHUUHFKWHQ�HQ�DVVLMQ]HQ (1975) ECR 1439, C-266/81 6,27�Y� 0LQLVWHUR�GHOOH�)LQDQ]H(1983) ECR 731,
Joined cases 267 to 269/81 $PPLQLVWUD]LRQH�GHOOH�)LQDQ]H�GHOOR�6WDWR�Y��63,�DQG�6$0, (1983) ECR 801, Joined
cases 290 & 291/81 6LQJHU�DQG *HLJ\�Y��$PPLQLVWUD]LRQH�GHOOH�ILQDQ]H�GHOOR�6WDWR (1983) ECR 847, C-280/93
(1994) ECR I-4973 *HUPDQ\�Y� &RXQFLO, C-469/93 $PPLQLVWUD]LRQH�GHOOH�)LQDQ]H�GHOOR�6WDWR�Y��&KLTXLWD�,WDOLD
(1995) ECR I-4533, C-183/95 $IILVK�%9�Y��5LMNVGLHQVW�YRRU�GH�.HXULQJ�YDQ�9HH�HQ�9OHHV (1997), Judgement of
the Court 17 July 1997, Joined cases C-364/95 and C-365/95 7�3RUW�*PE+�&R��Y��+DXSW]ROODPW�+DPEXUJ�
-RQDV, Judgement of the Court 10 March 1998 and &�53/96 +HUPqV�,QWHUQDWLRQDO��VRFLHWp�HQ�FRPPDQGLWH�SDU
DFWLRQV��Y��)+7�0DUNHWLQJ�&KRLFH�%9 , Judgement of the Court 16 June 1998.
77 para. 21 of the judgement.
78 paras. 22-26 of the judgement. Each of these GATT provisions still remain in force but their effect has been
modified by the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization; see further discussion below.
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requires each contracting party to ”accord sympathetic consideration” to consultation with
other contracting parties on all matters affecting the operation of  GATT. The contracting
parties are required to ”afford adequate opportunity” for such consultation.
- Article XXIII: the dispute resolution procedure. This article lays down the conflict settlement
measures to be followed when a contracting party feels that the objectives of the GATT was
being breached, or that another contracting party fails to carry out its obligations under the
GATT. The parties are first obliged to attempt to find a solution on voluntary basis. If no
compromise can be reached the matter can be referred to the contracting parties for a
compulsory investigation and issuing of appropriate recommendations or a ruling. Reports
will be prepared by independent panels who will issue reasoned opinions, after the
presentation of written proceedings by the parties and an oral hearing in front of the panel.
The panel report will then be sent to the contracting parties were it will be discussed after
thirty days. Only a decision by consensus can be reached by the parties and even though a
surveillance mechanism exists to ensure that the panel rulings were carried out, if the
contracting parties decide not to adopt the panel ruling, it has no binding force and thus
become ineffective. Furthermore Article XIX gave a contracting party the possibility to
suspend any obligations or concessions under the GATT. In the event of such suspension the
party concerned would be entitled to withdraw from the GATT.

Bearing these factors in mind the Court concluded that Article XI of the GATT did not confer
on individuals rights which they could invoke before national courts. Thus Article XI had no
direct effect. It is interesting to note that the Court focused on these three other provisions of
the GATT, in concluding the non-direct effect of another article of the GATT, namely Article
XI, while the conditions required for direct effect of Article XI were not even considered.

���������6XEVHTXHQW�&DVH�ODZ

The issue of direct effect arose again in two cases that concerned various GATT provisions
which individuals sought to invoke in order to contest the validity of a regulation. In 6FKO�WHU�
in which it was alleged that Community agricultural regulations contravened Article II of the
GATT, the Court confirmed its reasoning in International Fruit, by once again denying the
provision direct effect.79 It commented once more in particular on the dispute settlement and
the safeguards measures. In the Court’s opinion these features of the GATT denied it direct
effect.80 In 1HGHUODQGVH�6SRRUZHJHQ�a Dutch administrative tribunal inquired whether the
obligations under the GATT, made by the Netherlands, should be determined and appreciated
according to the Dutch constitutional law or according to Community law.81 The Court
stated: ”since so far as fulfilment of the commitments provided for by GATT is concerned, the
Community has replaced the Member States, the mandatory effect, in law, of these
commitments must be determined by reference to the relevant provisions in the Community
legal system and not to those which gave them their previous force under the national legal
systems”.82

                                                
79 C-9/73 6FKO�WHU�Y��+DXSW]ROODPW�/|UUDFK (1973) ECR, 1135.
80 paras. 29 and 30 of the judgement.
81 C-38/75 1HGHUODQGVH�6SRRUZHJHQ�Y� ,QVSHFWHXU�GHU�LQYRHUUHFKWHQ�HQ�DFFLMQ]HQ (1975) ECR 1439.
82 para. 16 of the judgement.
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The Court continued to rely on its principles in International Fruit in 6,27�and 63,�	 6$0,.83
In 6,27 the Court denied Article V (2) of the GATT, which provided for free transit of goods
through the Community, direct effect by simply referring to the reasons given in International
Fruit, pointing out that these still are valid. The Court stated however, that even though
Article V(2) does not have direct effect, that does not in any way affect ”the Community’s
obligation to ensure that the provisions of GATT are observed in its relations with non-
Member States which are parties to GATT”.84 In 63,�	�6$0,, which involved the inter-
pretation of Articles I, III, IV and VIII of the GATT with regard to a duty for administrative
services levied in goods imported into Italy, the Court answered in the negative the question
concerning the direct effect of the GATT provisions. One recognise the very familiar
reasoning in the International Fruit-case; the referral to the principle of negotiations and the
great flexibility and reciprocity that characterises the GATT.85 A reference to the changes
introduced by the Tokyo Round or the subsequent changes to the dispute resolution procedure
was not made in this case either.86 In the 6LQJHU�&RPSDQ\�case, two companies challenged
the same Italian taxes imposed for administrative services on imports from GATT contracting
parties in the period 1963-1971 as being in breach of Article II of the GATT. The Court
reached the conclusion that in relation to the period before 1968, the tariff protocols in
question did not protect individuals against the imposition by a Member State of a charge on
products imported from a non-member country. 87

����������)HGLRO�DQG�1DNDMLPD��3RVVLEOH�HIIHFWV�RI�*$77�RQ�,QGLYLGXDOV

Although the Court has never given direct effect to provisions of the GATT, the Court has
held in two cases that the GATT provisions still can have effects on individuals in the
Community legal order. )HGLRO concerned an action brought under Article 173 of the Treaty
seeking the annulment of a Commission Decision rejecting the applicant’s complaint based
on Council Regulation 2641/84.88 This Regulation, described as ”the new instrument of
commercial policy” allowed individuals to file a complaint, alleging that third countries had
engaged in illicit commercial practices incompatible with the GATT rules.89 Under the
Regulation individuals had the possibility to ask for a review of the Commission decision on
the merits of their complaint. According to Article 2 (1) of the Regulation the term ”illicit
commercial practice” is to be interpreted by reference to trade practices which are
incompatible with international law, including the GATT. The Court stated that although its
earlier case-law consistently has held that the GATT provisions do not have direct effect, the
GATT’s flexibility does not prevent the Court from interpreting and applying the GATT rules
in order to establish the compatibility of certain commercial practices.90 The GATT
provisions form part of the rules of international law to which Article 2 (1) of the Regulation
refers and GATT provisions have ”an independent meaning which, for the purposes of their

                                                
83 C-266/81 6,27�Y� 0LQLVWHUR�GHOOH�)LQDQ]H(1983) ECR 731, Joined cases 267 to 269/81 $PPLQLVWUD]LRQH�GHOOH
)LQDQ]H�GHOOR�6WDWR�Y��63,�DQG�6$0, (1983) ECR 801.
84 para. 28 of the judgement.
85 para. 23 of the judgement.
86 see above comments on the banana judgement.
87 para.7 of the judgement.
88 C-70/87 )HGLRO�Y��&RPPLVVLRQ (1989) ECR 1781. Council Regulation 2641/84 on the strengthening of the
common commercial policy with regard in particular to protection against illicit commercial practices, is
published in O.J. 1984, L 252, p.1.
89 Castillo de la Torre, 1995,  p.55, note 12.
90 para. 19 of the judgement. See also paras. 10-14 of the opinion of A.G. Van Gerven.
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application in specific cases, is to be determined by way of interpretation”.91 Furthermore the
Court referred to .XSIHUEHUJ and stated that the fact that the GATT provides for a special
procedure for the settlement of disputes does not preclude its interpretation by the Court.92
Consequently, since the Regulation entitled the economic agents concerned to rely on the
GATT provisions, these economic agents were entitled to request the Court to review whether
the Commission had interpreted the GATT rules in a reasonable manner.93 Thus, even though
the GATT rules have no direct effect, in cases where a Community act, such as Regulation
2641/84, expressly refers to specific provisions of the GATT, such a review is possible.

Even though one might be tempted to interpret this judgement as one granting GATT direct
effect, the Court in fact did not change its earlier case-law regarding the lack of direct effect of
GATT. The Court merely opened up the possibilities of invoking the GATT in very special
circumstances and it is only when provisions are not directly applicable, as in the case of the
GATT, that these exceptions can be applied.94

The Court has also held that GATT provisions can be invoked in examining a Community
measure intended to implement a particular GATT obligation. In 1DNDMLPD a Japanese
producer sought to rely on the GATT Anti-Dumping Code to contest the validity of the EC
Antidumping Regulation in force at the time, as a plea of inapplicability of Article 184 of the
Treaty.95 The Council argued that the GATT Anti-Dumping Code was not directly effective.
The Court held however that as the recital to the Regulation specifically stated that it had been
adopted in accordance with existing international obligations, in particular Article VI and the
Anti-Dumping Code, it was necessary to examine whether the Council went beyond the legal
framework laid down in adopting the disputed provision.96Since the provisions of the GATT
are binding on the Community, the Anti-Dumping Code which was adopted for the purpose of
implementing Article VI of the GATT, must also have the effect of binding the
Community.97 Thus, only if the Community intends to implement a particular obligation
entered into within the framework of the GATT, can the Court review the lawfulness of the
Community act in question from the point of view of the GATT rules. This was later
confirmed in the Banana-judgement. However, it is the context of the case which indicates
whether the Community intends to implement a GATT obligation or not, and it is not possible
for the Community institutions to avoid a review of compatibility with the GATT by simply
not referring to the relevant provisions of the GATT which they intend  to implement.98

���������6XEVHTXHQW�&DVH�ODZ

                                                
91 para. 20 of the judgement.
92 C-104/81 +DXSW]ROODPW�0DLQ]�Y�&$�.XSIHUEHUJ (1982) ECR 3641.
93 as note 89, para.  21 of the judgement (Fediol)
94 Castillo de la Torre, 1995, p.61.
95 C-69/89 1DNDMLPD�$OO�3UHFLVLRQ�&R��/WG��Y��&RXQFLO (1991) ECR I-2069.
96 paras. 31-32 of the judgement. In this respect the Court referred to Kupferberg and SIOT.
97 para. 29 of the judgement.
98 Castillo de la Torre, 1995, p.60.
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As mentioned earlier the Court held in *HUPDQ\�Y��&RXQFLO that GATT could not be taken into
consideration in an annulment action brought by a Member State under Article 173 of the
Treaty, the only exceptions being those laid out in Fediol and Nakajima. Next in the long line
of cases about the direct effect of GATT was &KLTXLWD�,WDOLD, which concerned the
interpretation of both the GATT and the Lomé IV Convention.99 Banana importers tried to
rely on the GATT and the Lomé IV in order to avoid the obligation to pay the consumer tax
on bananas which was introduced in Italy. The judgement of the Court was no different from
its earlier case-law; GATT was denied direct effect on the basis of its flexibility and
possibility of suspension or modification.100The Court held however, that the Lomé IV may
be directly effective, since it is not of the same nature as the GATT. The fact that the
Convention lays down a special procedure for settling disputes between the contracting parties
did not, according to the Court, prevent it from recognising that some of the provisions had
direct effect. In addition, Article 1 of Protocol No 5 on bananas, which takes the form of a
stand-still obligation, was regarded as clear, precise and unconditional and therefore directly
effective.101

��������'LUHFW�(IIHFW�RI�2WKHU�,QWHUQDWLRQDO�$JUHHPHQWV

The Court has in other areas been more prepared to find international agreements directly
effective. At present, GATT is the only agreement which has been denied direct effect by the
Court.102The need for uniformity and effectivity of Community law has however driven the
Court to grant other international agreements, to which the Community is party, direct
effect.103

���������.XSIHUEHUJ

The leading case is .XSIHUEHUJ, where it was argued that a German tax in wine could not be
applied to imports from Portugal.104 Portugal had at the time not yet entered the Community
but was associated with the Community by a free trade agreement. Since that free trade

                                                
99 C-469/93 $PPLQLVWUD]LRQH�GHOOH�)LQDQ]H�GHOOR�6WDWR�Y��&KLTXLWD�,WDOLD (1995) ECR I-4533.
100 paras. 25-29 of the judgement.
101 paras. 36 and 57 of the judgement.
102 Eeckhout, 1997,  p.28.
103 e.g. in C-87/75�%UHVFLDQL�Y��$PPLQLVWUD]LRQH�GHOOH�ILQDQ]H (1976) ECR 129,�the Court granted Article 2(1) of
the Yaounde Convention of 1963, concluded between the Community and certain associated African States,
direct effect, in C-17/81 3DEVW�DQG�5LFKDU]�Y��+DXSW]ROODPW�2OGHQEXUJ (1982)  ECR 1331 the Court held that
Article 53 of the Association Agreement with Greece was directly applicable since it performed the same
function as  Article 95 of the EC-Treaty, in C-104/81 +DXSW]ROODPW�0DLQ]�Y .XSIHUEHUJ (1982) ECR 3641, the
Court held Article 21(1) of the 1972 Free Trade Agreement between the Community and Portugal to be directly
effective (see above), in��C-192/89 6HYLQFH Y��6WDDWVVHFUHWDULV�YDQ�-XVWLH�(1990) ECR I-3641, the Court held that
certain articles of  Decisions of the Association Council set up under the EC/Turkey Association Agreement were
directly effective. ( Note that the Court in C-12/86�'HPLUHO�Y��6WDGW�6FKZlELVFK�*PXQG, (1987) ECR 3719,
considered that same Agreement not to be directly applicable), in C-18/90 2IILFH�QDWLRQDO�GH�O¶HPSORL�Y��.]LEHU,
(1991) ECR I-199, the Court held that Article 4(1) of the 1976 Co-Operation Agreement between the EC and
Morocco was directly effective, and in C-132/���5��Y��0LQLVWHU�IRU�$JULFXOWXUH��)LVKHULHV�DQG�)RRG��H[�SDUWH
$QDVWDVLRX, the Court found certain provisions of the EC/Cyprus Association Agreement to be directly effective,
commented e.g. by K.J.Kuilwijk, The European Court of Justice and the GATT Dilemma, 1996, pp.110 f, and
Lee and Kennedy, 1996, p.74-78.
104C-104/81 +DXSW]ROODPW�0DLQ]�Y .XSIHUEHUJ (1982) ECR 3641.
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agreement prohibited the imposition of import duties on wine, Kupferberg sought to rely on
the agreement alleging that German law infringed it. The Court held Article 21 (1) of the free
trade agreement, which was very similar to Article 95 of the Treaty, directly effective why the
tax on wine could not be applied to imports from Portugal. The Court started by pointing out
that according to the Treaty, international agreements are binding on the institutions of the
Community and on the Member States. In this respect it is essential to ensure the uniform
application of these agreements throughout the Community. As to the direct effect, the Court
said that where an agreement itself provides whether it should have direct effect or not that is
decisive, according to principles of public international law. If the agreement does not give
any guidance, the Court will decide on the matter according to its own criteria, on a case-by-
case basis.105 The fact that the Agreement provided for a ”special framework for consultation
and negotiations inter se in relation to the implementation of the agreement, is not in itself
sufficient to exclude all judicial application of that agreement”, and as to the general principle
of reciprocity in international law the Court said that the fact that one of the parties did not
recognise the direct effect of the agreement was not in itself enough to ”constitute a lack of
reciprocity”.106In granting Article 21 (1) of the Agreement direct effect the Court considered
it necessary to examine this article in the context of the Agreement of which it forms part. The
Court found that the purpose of the free trade agreement was to create a system of free trade in
which almost all rules restricting commerce were to be eliminated, in particular by abolishing
customs duties and charges having equivalent effect and eliminating quantitative restrictions
and measures having equivalent effect.107 Since Article 21 (1) imposed an unconditional rule
against discrimination in taxation it could be directly effective.

The importance of the uniform interpretation of GATT was also stressed in the SPI case.108
The Court said that any difference in the interpretation and application of provisions binding
the Community as regards non-member countries would not only jeopardise the unity of
commercial policy, but also create distortions in trade within the Community.

���������&RPPHQWV
According to N. Neuwahl, the Court’s case-law recognising the principle of direct effect of
agreements concluded by the Community can be seen as an application of the doctrine of HIIHW
XWLOH, or the useful effect of Community law itself. She says there could be two reasons why
the Court stated that it would decide on the question of direct effect unless the agreement said
otherwise: first it could have been a signal to the Community’s partners to encourage them to
negotiate international agreements with it. Secondly, the Court did not want to create a
situation where acts of the Community institutions can be applied differently in the various
Member States109

Examining the Court’s statements on the purpose of the free trade agreement one cannot help
but noticing the similarities with the GATT. The purpose of GATT is also to eliminate rules
that restrict commerce, by abolishing customs duties and quantitative restrictions. It may be
that not the whole of the GATT can be granted direct effect, but there are certainly several
provisions of the GATT that are sufficiently clear, precise and unconditional in order to be

                                                
105 para. 17 of the judgement.
106 paras. 20 and 18 of the judgement.
107 para. 24 of the judgement.
108 para. 14 of the judgement.
109  Neuwahl, 1996, pp. 318-319.
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directly effective. Some of the basic provisions of the GATT are no less clear or un-
conditional than some of the basic provisions of Community law, in fact, on some points they
are even more clear. 110Castillo de la Torre says in his article that it has been argued that the
Court has misunderstood the functioning of the GATT system: ”If analysed strictly, much of
the features of GATT which have served to deny its direct effect are common to most
international agreements”.111 By granting the EC/Portugal Agreement direct effect in
Kupferberg, the Court also rejected the opinion of Advocate-General Rozès. When
concentrating on the wide scope of the derogating clauses in the agreement, she was of the
opinion that the agreement contained the same ”great flexibility” as the GATT.112

                                                
110 See C-70/94 :HUQHU�Y��*HUPDQ\ (1995) ECR I-3189, paragraph 23 and C-83/94 /HLIHU�DQG�2WKHUV (1995)
ECR I-3231, paragraph 24, where the Court partly based its interpretation of the rule of free exportation in
Article 1 of Council Regulation 2603/69, as including certain measures of equivalent effect to quantitative
restrictions, on  Article XI of the GATT which was more explicit in that respect, Eeckhout, 1997, pp.26 and 40.
111 Castillo de la Torre, 1995, p.59.
112 pp.3674 f. of Advocate-general Rozès’s opinion.
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����7KH�(VWDEOLVKPHQW�RI�7KH�:RUOG
7UDGH�2UJDQL]DWLRQ

����7KH�8UXJXD\�5RXQG�1HJRWLDWLRQV������������

On 8 December 1994, after 8 years of negotiations, more than 120 nations agreed to the
creation of the World Trade Organization on 1 January 1995.113 At least 100 of those nations
were expected to be members of the new organization whose underlying objective and
purpose was the creation and maintenance of open markets, non-discrimination and global
competition. The Uruguay Round, which lasted between 1986 and 1994, led to a further
liberalisation of international trade, including tariff reductions and elimination of tariffs for
certain products, reintegration of agricultural trade and textiles and clothing into the GATT as
well as the expansion of GATT disciplines.114

�����7KH�1HHG�)RU�D�1HZ�,QWHUQDWLRQDO�7UDGH�2UJDQL]DWLRQ

Although the GATT for many years successfully functioned as the principal organization for
international trade it did not have many of the essential elements of an international
organization and there existed obstacles to an effective and efficient world trading system.
These shortcomings, or obstacles concerned ILUVW of all the decision-making within the GATT.
Most of the decisions were taken by consensus, and not voting, which led to endless
negotiations and gave the major trading partners a larger share of the power than policy and
equity might indicate. 6HFRQGO\ the settlement of disputes within the GATT left a lot to be
desired for: the application of the consensus rule for the adoption of panel reports, which led
to the blocking of many reports, led the parties more often to find compromises or unilateral
retaliation measures. Other shortcomings consisted in the length of the panel procedures and
long delays for the implementation of an adopted panel report. There was also some confusion
because of the different dispute settlement procedures that existed in the GATT-system. A
WKLUG obstacle consisted in the procedure for amending the GATT, which was difficult and
impractical. 2WKHU shortcomings concerned the obscure relationship between GATT-law and
national law and the indefinite status of the GATT itself, its Secretariat and its staff. These
shortcomings made it obvious that there was a need for new institutional arrangements.115

                                                
113 P.L.H. Van den Bossche, ”7KH�(VWDEOLVKPHQW�RI�WKH�:RUOG�7UDGH�2UJDQL]DWLRQ��7KH�'DZQ�RI�D�1HZ�(UD�LQ
,QWHUQDWLRQDO�7UDGH?”,  MJ 1 1994, p.396.
114 B.Hoekman, M.Kostecki, The Political Economy of the World Trading System; From GATT to WTO, 1995,
p.19.
115 Van den Bossche, 1994, pp.399 f.
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����7KH�0DUUDNHVK�$JUHHPHQW�(VWDEOLVKLQJ�7KH�:72��7KH
:72�$JUHHPHQW����

The WTO-Agreement concerns the procedural and institutional structure of the organization
and contains only 16 articles. The substantive obligations of the WTO members are found in
the four annexes to the WTO Agreement. Annexes 1-3, which consist of the Multilateral
Agreement of Trade in Goods (Annex 1A), the General Agreement on Trade in Services and
Annexes (Annex 1B), the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (Annex 1C), the Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of
Disputes (Annex 2) and the Trade Policy Review Mechanism (Annex 3), are defined as
”Multilateral Trade Agreements” and apply to all WTO Members.117 Annex 4, the
”Plurilateral Trade Agreements, apply only to those WTO Members that have accepted it.118
Article XVI of the WTO Agreement states that in case of a conflict between the WTO
Agreement and any of the Multilateral Trade Agreements, the WTO Agreement prevails. In
case of a conflict between the GATT 1994 and any of the Multilateral Trade Agreements, the
latter agreements prevail. The GATT 1947 is incorporated by reference in the GATT 1994 and
the WTO shall be guided by the decisions, procedures and customary practice followed by the
CONTRACTING PARTIES to GATT 1947 and the bodies established in the framework of
GATT 1947.119 As to the relation between the WTO Agreement and its Annexes and
national law, Article XVI:4 of the WTO-Agreement states that ”(e)ach Member shall ensure
the conformity of its laws, regulations and administrative procedures with its obligations as
provided for in the annexed Agreements”.

The WTO Agreement is the most important world-wide Agreement since the UN Charter of
1945, and when considering what impact the WTO can have in world-wide trade, no State can
afford to stay outside this new world trading system.120 Not only does it constitute a new
legal code of conduct in laying down a new legal basis for the movement of goods, services,
trade-related investments and intellectual property rights, it is also a new and important forum
for negotiations.

                                                
116 The texts of the Uruguay Round Agreements are published in The Results of the Uruguay Round of
Multilateral Trade Negotiations: Council decision 94/800/EC (1994) O.J. L336/1
117 Article II:2  of the WTO Agreement.
118 Article II:3 of the WTO Agreement.
119 Since the  GATT was not formally an international organization there were no Members, but instead
CONTRACTING PARTIES.
120 E-U. Petersmann, ´7KH�'LVSXWH�6HWWOHPHQW�6\VWHP�RI�WKH�:RUOG�7UDGH�2UJDQL]DWLRQ�DQG�WKH�(YROXWLRQ�RI�WKH
*$77�'LVSXWH�6HWWOHPHQW�6\VWHP�VLQFH�����´� CML Rev.1994, Vol. 32, No 6, p.1160. Note that, in contrast to
the GATT which was an agreement, the WTO is an international organization who has legal personality. See
Article VIII of the WTO Agreement.
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���7KH�1HZ�'LVSXWH�6HWWOHPHQW�6\VWHP
��7KH�:72¶V�0RVW�´,QGLYLGXDO
&RQWULEXWLRQ´

����,QWURGXFWLRQ

When denying the GATT direct effect in the bananas case, the Court mentioned the great
flexibility of the GATT, where the exceptions and safeguards are concerned. However, the
Court placed particular emphasis on the dispute settlement mechanism as a reason why direct
effect was excluded. With the introduction of the DSU, which makes dispute settlement an
almost complete judicial system, the Court might want to change its position.121

 ”No review of the achievements of the WTO would be complete without mentioning the Dispute Settlement
system, in many ways the central pillar of the multilateral trading system and the WTO’s most individual
contribution to the stability of the global economy. The new WTO system is at once stronger, more automatic
and more credible than its GATT predecessor. This is reflected in the increased diversity of countries using it and
in the tendency to resolve cases ”out of court” before they get to the final decision.... The system is working as
intended- as a means above all for conciliation and for encouraging resolutions of disputes, rather than just for
making judgements. By reducing the scope for unilateral actions, it is also an important guarantee of fair trade for
(less powerful countries)”.122

The prompt settlement of disputes is essential for the proper and effective functioning of the
WTO. Even though the old GATT provided for settling disputes it had no fixed timetables and
as stated above many cases dragged on for too long. The Uruguay Round Agreement
introduced a more structured process with more clearly defined stages in the procedure, and
greater discipline for the length of time a case should take to be settled. It also removed the
inverted consensus, which means that it is now impossible for the losing country to block the
adoption of the rulings. The Dispute Settlement Understanding- the DSU- sets out in great
detail the procedures and the timetable to be followed in resolving disputes. It provides for an
integrated dispute settlement applicable to all multilateral agreements and constitutes
”a central element in providing security and predictability to the multilateral system”.123
In clearly defined rules and timetables for completing cases the WTO procedure ”underscores
the rule of law”.124 WTO Members have agreed that if they believe that other WTO
Members have violated trade rules, they will use this dispute settlement system, instead of
taking action unilaterally. This means abiding by the rules and respecting the rulings.

����&KDUDFWHULVWLFV�DQG�(VVHQWLDO�/HJDO�)HDWXUHV�RI�7KH

                                                
121 The Understanding on Rules and Procedures governing the Settlement of Disputes-the DSU, is published in
O.J. L336 p.234
122 Renato Ruggiero- Director General of the WTO Secretariat, 17 April 1997. Brochure: ”Trading into the
future”, chapter 3, p.3.4.
123 Article 3(2) DSU.
124 Trading into the future, supra, chapter 3, p. 3.1.
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'68

The DSU is a comprehensive mechanism in the sense that it applies to all disputes arising
from any of the Uruguay agreements. In short, the system can be characterised as being a
compulsory, integrated and binding system with stringent time-scales. Under the DSU the
parties have a right to a panel and, contrary to the GATT, also a right to legal appeal. The
system also provides clear rules of implementation of the rulings of panels and the Appellate
Body.  Furthermore the rules concerning compensation and retaliation have been regulated in
more detail.

�������$Q�,QWHJUDWHG�'LVSXWH�6HWWOHPHQW�6\VWHP

According to Article II:s of the WTO-Agreement the DSU is an ”integral part of this
agreement, binding on all Members”. The DSU covers all the agreements linked to the WTO-
Agreement, which means that disputes concerning different agreements, annexed to the WTO-
Agreement can be treated by the same panel.125This was not possible under the old  GATT
where the GATT and the different codes were separate treaties with different dispute
settlement systems. Thus the new DSU will be a unified system with extended scope of
jurisdiction. All dispute settlement rules and procedures, except as otherwise provided in one
of the Multilateral or Plurilateral Trade Agreements shall be administered by the central
'LVSXWH�6HWWOHPHQW�%RG\.126 According to Article II of the DSU, the Dispute Settlement Body
(DSB) ”shall have the authority to establish panels, adopt panel and Appellate Body reports,
maintain surveillance of implementation of rulings and recommendations, and authorise
suspension of concessions and other obligations under the covered agreement”.

�������$�&RPSXOVRU\�DQG�%LQGLQJ�6\VWHP

Article 23 (2) of the DSU clearly states that the system shall be compulsory. That means that
disputes between WTO Members about violations of the trade rules in any of the multilateral
agreements can only, and must be solved according to the rules and procedures of the DSU.
The DSU excludes any attempt at unilateral action by the Members. This is something new
which did not exist under the old GATT system where it was possible, at least theoretically, to
settle a dispute by recourse to means of dispute settlement other than those provided for in the
agreement.127 Recourse to standard terms of reference for panels has been introduced and the
role of the WTO Secretariat and the Director-General has been increased. This makes an
unnecessary delay in the beginning of the panel procedure impossible and de facto removes
the possibility to block the establishment of panels.128 The system is moreover binding on all
the WTO members. The parties to the dispute must abide by the final rulings and
recommendations given by the panels or the Appellate Body. The inverted consensus has been
                                                
125 See Appendix 1 of the DSU: Agreements covered by the Understanding.
126 It should be observed that many Multilateral Trade Agreements continue to have special rules and procedures
for settling disputes and according to Article 1:2 of the DSU these rules and procedures prevail over the DSU in
case of a difference between the those and the DSU. See Appendix 2 of the DSU: Special or additional rules and
procedures contained in the covered agreements.
127 P.J Kuijper, ´7KH�1HZ�:72�'LVSXWH�6HWWOHPHQW�6\VWHP��7KH�,PSDFW�RQ�WKH�(XURSHDQ�&RPPXQLW\´� JWT,
December 1996, Vol.29, No 6, p.50.
128 Articles 6, 7 and 8 DSU. Kuijper, 1996, p.50.
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removed and now only a consensus to reject the panel or Appellate report will prevent the
report from becoming operative.129 The review of the panel reports is now exercised by the
newly created  Dispute Settlement Body- the DSB, and no longer by the GATT Council. This
lessens the political character of the review since it will be impossible to reject the panel
report.

������7LJKW�7LPH�WDEOHV

In the DSU all steps in the procedure are subject to clear deadlines, and the panels and the
Appellate Body work under strict time constraints.130Panels have to submit their reports
within 6 months, in exceptional circumstances within 9 months. Unless a party to the dispute
formally notifies the DSB that it will appeal the report, the report shall be adopted at a DSB
meeting within 60 days after the circulation of the report. The appeal proceedings amounts to
30 days and may in no case exceed 90 days and the Appellate Body report shall be adopted
within 30 days unless the DSB decides by consensus not to adopt it. The DSB must consider
appellate reports within 12 months, subject to extensions.131Also the implementation of
adopted reports is subject to stringent time-tables. A prompt implementation is essential to
ensure effective resolution of disputes. When the compliance cannot be immediate Article
21(3) of the DSU lays down reasonable periods of time in which the parties must comply with
the rulings and recommendations. The Article offers three possibilities: the Member
concerned can propose the period of time, the period of time can be mutually agreed by the
parties or implementation should be reached within 15 months and must not exceed 18
months from the date of the establishment of the panel.132

�������7KH�5LJKW�WR�7KH�(VWDEOLVKPHQW�RI�$�3DQHO

According to Article 6 of the DSU, WTO Members have a right to the establishment of a
panel. However, panel proceedings are always and necessarily preceded by consultation and
attempts to reconcile.133 This right to have a panel means that the proceedings no longer can
be blocked arbitrarily, since a refusal of a Member to participate in meetings with the panels
cannot stop hearings within-and findings of the panel. This implies that also the right to
appeal is safely secured, a significant change from the old GATT.134

Panels consist of three members unless the parties to the dispute within 10 days of the
establishment of the panel, agree to have five panellists.135 In contrast to the Appellate Body,
the panels are not necessarily composed of persons with a legal education, there is no such
requirements in Article 8 of the DSU. The panel members should however be selected with a
view to ensure the independence of the members, a sufficiently diverse background and a

                                                
129 Articles 16(4) and 17(14)  DSU. The language in Article 17(14) is very clear on this point:  ”An Appellate
Body report shall be adopted by the DSB and unconditionally accepted�by the parties to the dispute unless the
DSB decides by consensus not to adopt the Appellate Body report within 30 days”.
130 See e.g.  Articles 12(8) and (9), 16, 17(5), 20 and 21(4)  DSU.
131 Articles 16 (4),17 (5) and (14), and Article 20 DSU.
132 However it must be remembered that the 15 months only serve as a guideline, and there is no right to 15
months, despite what many arbitrators seem to think.
133 Articles 4 and 5 DSU.
134 T. Cottier��´'LVSXWH�6HWWOHPHQW�LQ�WKH�:RUOG�7UDGH�2UJDQL]DWLRQ��&KDUDFWHULVWLFV�DQG�6WUXFWXUDO�,PSOLFDWLRQV
IRU�WKH�(XURSHDQ�8QLRQ´� CML. Rev 35, 1998, p.337.
135 Article 8(5) DSU.
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wide spectrum of experience.136 Even occasionally persons from outside the government are
called upon to serve. The panellists are usually chosen in consultation with the countries in
dispute and this nomination is often up for animated discussion. If the two sides cannot agree
the WTO Director General appoints them. Panellists can also for each case be chosen from a
permanent list of well-qualified candidates.137The people in the panels tend to have an
extensive background in trade diplomacy or in the private sector. Practical experience seems
to be an important and even crucial requirement. According to the personal experience of
Thomas Cottier the panels are sufficiently independent even though panels have regular links
to national governments. Cottier says that outside pressure, and panellists defending interests
close to their constituencies is unlikely. According to him ”there is a fine unwritten code, and
elected panellists do in fact serve in a personal and sufficiently independent capacity, no more
and no less than any lawyer serving an ad hoc court of arbitration”.138

������7KH�5LJKW�RI�$SSHDO

One of most important innovations is the introduction of the right to appeal to the Appellate
Body. According to Article 17 of the DSU a standing Appellate Body shall be established by
the DSB, and it shall hear appeals from the panel cases. This contributes to what many call the
MXGLFLDOL]DWLRQ or the MXULGLILFDWLRQ of the dispute settlement procedure.139This stage of
appeal forms an integral part of the dispute settlement system and ”reinforces the legal nature
and qualities of continuity, consistency, predictability and legal security.140The expertise and
strict legal function of the Appellate Body are important safeguards against political and
legally unconvincing rulings and findings. The Appellate Body shall consist of 7 persons with
legal background and experience in law, international trade and the subject matter of the
covered agreements generally. These 7 persons are elected for overlapping periods of four
years and they serve in rotation, only 3 of them serve on any one case. The members shall be
”unaffiliated” with any government and during the four years they are elected they are
recquired to dedicate full priority and time to the assignment and be ”available at all times and
on short notice”.141 The members of the Appellate Body are appointed by the DSB and the
membership should broadly represent the membership in the WTO.

�������,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ�RI�7KH�5XOLQJV�DQG�5HFRPPHQGDWLRQV

In contrast with the situation under the old GATT, the DSU lays down detailed rules of how
and when implementation of the panel and appellate reports should take place. Article 21 of
the DSU introduces detailed rules on surveillance of implementation of panel rulings and
recommendations in which the DSB plays an important role, and Article 22 provides for
compensation and suspension of concessions. Under the DSU the implementation of decisions
is subject to reporting and monitoring and the  WTO Members are under pressure from the
international community to comply with the rulings and under pressure to justify eventual
difficulties and delays in complying with their obligations. Within 30 days of the adoption of

                                                
136 Article 8(2) DSU.
137 Trading into the future, supra, p.3.2, see also Article 8 DSU.
138 Cottier, 1998, p.348. Thomas Cottier was a Member and chairman of several GATT and WTO panels as well
as a Member of the Swiss Delegation to the Uruguay Round with responsibilities including dispute settlement.
139 Cottier,1998, Kuijper, 1995, Petersmann, 1994.
140 Cottier, supra, 1998, p.338.
141 Article 17(3) DSU. In the present Appellate Body the average age of its members is around 70 years old.
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the panel and appellate report the losing Member must inform the DSB of its intentions to
implement the DSB decision.142 This is a significant change from the old GATT where the
losing party could fulfil its obligations and offer compensation without being obliged to bring
its practices and laws in compliance with GATT obligations.143

In case of non-implementation of an adopted panel or appellate report there is a possibility for
the Member concerned by way of retaliation to request the suspension of concessions or other
obligations. Since the rule of inverted consensus applies even in this context, the Member is in
practice always reassured of this possibility.144 However it is clearly laid out in Article 22(1)
of the DSU that this possibility only is a temporary measure and does not dispense the losing
Member from compliance with the WTO obligations it was found in breach of. While
retaliation preferably concerns concessions or obligations under the agreement at issue in the
dispute there exists a possibility of cross-retaliation, which means that obligations made under
other agreements may be concerned as well. This threat of cross-retaliation is a very important
practical aspect of the DSU, since it is an incentive for the Members to comply with the DSB
decision in the first place.

����+RZ�$UH�'LVSXWHV�6HWWOHG"

Dispute settlement procedures may be invoked whenever a Member believes that another
Member has, directly or indirectly, by action nullified or impaired a benefit originally
negotiated, or has breached a WTO rule and hinders the attainment of the GATT
objectives.145 Settling disputes is the responsibility of the DSB which has the sole authority
to establish panels and adopt panel reports. It also surveilles the implementation of the rulings
and recommendations and has the power to authorise retaliatory if necessary.146

������7\SHV�RI�&RPSODLQWV

As under the old GATT, complaints take three forms.147 The ”YLRODWLRQ�FRPSODLQW” is the
first, which consists in the violation of one or more of the WTO rules. This is the most
common of the complaints and the nullification or impairment are prima facie presumed.148
The second complaint is a ”QRQ�YLRODWLRQ�FRPSODLQW”; although no specific WTO provision
has been violated, a measure applied by the government still nullifies a previously granted
concession. The third and last type of complaint is the ”VLWXDWLRQ�FRPSODLQW”. Under this
complaint a Member can argue that any other situation has led to the nullification or
impairment of a previously negotiated concession.

                                                
142 Article 21(3) DSU.
143 Cottier, 1998, p.340.
144 Article 22(6) DSU.
145 Article XXIII GATT 1947 and Article 3(3) DSU.
146 Article 2 DSU.
147 Article XXIII GATT 1947 and Article 26 DSU.
148 Article 3(8) DSU.
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�������3URFHGXUH���

)LUVW�VWDJH��&RQVXOWDWLRQV�DQG�0HGLDWLRQV���$UWLFOHV���DQG���'68��
Although much of the procedure does resemble a court or tribunal the preferred solution for
the countries is to discuss their problems and try to settle the dispute by themselves. The first
stage of the dispute settlement is therefore consultations between the governments involved.
Good offices, conciliation or mediation by the WTO Director-General may also be sought by
the parties if consultations fail.

6HFRQG�VWDJH��5HTXHVW�)RU�$�3DQHO���$UWLFOH���'68��
As previously stated the parties to a dispute have a right to a panel, and if the parties cannot
solve their dispute trough consultations within 60 days, the DSB may be required to establish
a panel. The creation of a panel is automatic. The country ”in the dock” can  block the
creation of the panel once, but when the DSB meets for a second time the appointment can no
longer be blocked, unless there is a consensus against the establishment of the panel.150

7KLUG�VWDJH��7KH�3DQHO�DW�:RUN���$UWLFOH�������'68��
Before the first hearing the parties to the dispute present facts and arguments in writing to the
panel. At the first hearing the parties and third countries (who have announced that they have
an interest in the dispute) meet and make their case. At the panel’s second meeting the parties
involved submit written rebuttals and present oral arguments. If one side raises technical or
scientific matters the panel can consult experts, appoint an expert review group or prepare an
advisory report. The panel then makes a first draft, in which they only present the facts and
arguments, for the parties to comment on. Once the parties have commented on the draft the
panel submits an interim report to the two sides, which contains its findings and conclusions.
The parties are given one week to ask for a review. If a review is requested it must not exceed
two weeks. During this time the panel may hold additional meetings with the two sides. A
final report is then submitted to the parties and the DSB, and three weeks later the report is
circulated to all WTO Members. The final report should normally be given within 6 months,
but in case of urgency the deadline can be shortened to 3 months.151

)RXUWK�VWDJH��$GRSWLRQ�RU�$SSHDO�RI�7KH�'HFLVLRQ���$UWLFOHV�������'68��
The panel report must in principle be adopted by the DSB within 60 days, unless a consensus
decides to reject it. If the report is adopted within 60 days it becomes the DSB’s ruling. A
party may however appeal the decision if it does not agree with an issue of law or the legal
interpretation by the panel. Both sides can appeal the report and in some cases they both
do.152 The appeal, which is dealt with by the Appellate Body, has to be based on points of
law and cannot re-examine existing evidence or examine new evidence. The appeal can
uphold, modify or reverse the panel’s legal findings and conclusions and should not last more
than 60 days, with an absolute maximum of 90 days.

)LIWK�VWDJH��,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ�RI�7KH�5XOLQJV�DQG�5HFRPPHQGDWLRQV���$UWLFOHV����DQG����'68��
In this final stage of the procedure the losing party must comply and bring its policy in line
with the rulings and recommendations of the panel and appellate report. Again it must be

                                                
149 B. Hoekman, M.Kostecki, 1995, p.47.
150 Trading into the future, p.3.3.
151 see also the Working Procedures in Appendix 3 to the DSU.
152 Trading into the future, p.3.3.
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emphasised that prompt compliance is essential for the effective resolution of disputes. The
losing party must inform the DSB of its intention to implement and conform with the rulings
and recommendations within 30 days of the report’s adoption. If the immediate compliance is
impracticable  the losing party is given a reasonable period of time to do so. If the losing
country fails to act within this period it must enter into negotiations to determine a mutually
acceptable compensation. If after 20 days no satisfactory compensation is agreed, the winning
country can ask the DSB for permission to impose limited trade sanctions against the other
side (retaliation measures- suspension of concessions or obligations).In principle these trade
sanctions should be imposed in the same sector as the dispute.

����)URP�1HJRWLDWLRQ�WR�$GMXGLFDWLRQ����7KH�,QVWLWXWLRQDO
(YROXWLRQ

������,QWURGXFWLRQ

The dispute settlement in GATT has a long history and has evolved over many years in case
law on the basis of Article XXIII of the GATT.The issue whether the system was based on
negotiations or an adjudicative system is not novel, and was already debated under the old
GATT.153  ”3UDJPDWLVWs”, who saw the GATT as a forum for negotiations, debated against
the ”OHJDOLVWV”, who viewed the GATT as either an emerging or an established body of laws
governing the international trading order. The pragmatists regarded concepts of negotiations
and discussions as the basis of resolutions of disputes and relative power as a means to
influence the conduct of other countries. The dispute settlement within the GATT was ”a
natural extension of the negotiation process” and the law at best only formed the background
to diplomatic solutions. There was clearly a political nature of the process, with emphasis on
conciliation. With flexible procedures, control over the dispute by the disputing parties  and
the freedom to reject panel rulings and recommendations the dispute settlement of the GATT
was simply ” a diplomatic forum where parties compromised disagreements rather than a
court that settled them”. The legalists on the other hand, had a rule-oriented approach and
regarded the GATT as a ”legal order-in-embryo”. The GATT was a legal document and
provided for a predictable and stable legal order which avoided ad-hoc solutions based on
powers and diplomacy.154

Unlike other international fora, the mechanism for settling disputes within the GATT was not
planned and put down in a legal document but evolved instead in a process of trial and error
and was to a large extent based on diplomatic negotiations. However, the system is today far
removed from a conciliatory non-judicial instrument of diplomatic dispute settlement, even
though elements of negotiation still can be found. Even though the instruments of dispute
settlement in WTO cannot be totally separated from negotiations in and outside the WTO
the system is today clearly dominated by a legal approach and can no longer be described as a
system based on the  ”principle of negotiations”. Indeed some even ranges the dispute

                                                
153 In this respect see inter alia E.McGovern, ”'LVSXWH�VHWWOHPHQW�LQ�WKH�*$77�DGMXGLFDWLRQ�RU�QHJRWLDWLRQ?”, in
The European Community and the GATT, edited by M.Hilf, F.Jabobs and E-U. Petersmann, 1986, P. Hallström,
The GATT panels and the formation of international trade law, 1994 and R.Behboodi, ”/HJDO�5HDVRQLQJ�DQG�WKH
,QWHUQDWLRQDO�/DZ�RI�7UDGH��7KH�)LUVW�6WHSV�RI�WKH�$SSHOODWH�%RG\�RI�WKH�:72”, JWT, 1998, Vol. 32, No 4.
154 R.Behboodi, 1998, p.58-59.
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settlement in the WTO among the ”most sophisticated and efficient tools on offer on
contemporary international law”.155 There are a number of factors that might indicate that the
dispute settlement in the WTO today is no longer a negotiation-based system but instead an
adjudicative system

������/HJDOLVDWLRQ�RI�7KH�3DQHO�3URFHGXUHV

Even though both political and legal methods for settling disputes are available under the
DSU, the ”judicialization” or ”legalisation” of the panel procedures have been further
strengthened. Panels no longer try to solve trade disputes by compromise. Instead, they make
recommendations exclusively based upon a thorough legal analysis of the case. There are
concerns that the outcome by the panel reports are strongly influenced by diplomacy and not
law. While it is true that the initial step of the panel procedure is consultation, and Article 11
of the DSU reflects the traditional conciliatory role of the panels, the panels do not actively
pursue and propose compromise solutions unless so requested by the parties. The function of
the panels are strictly related to the WTO and the rules in the DSU. Article 7 of the DSU lays
down explicit terms of references of the panels which they must abide with, and Article 3:2 of
the DSU underlines that the dispute settlement shall serve to ”preserve the rights and
obligations of Members under the covered agreements and to clarify the existing provisions”
and that ”recommendations and rulings of the DSB cannot add or diminish the rights and
obligations provided in the covered agreements”. The panel’s investigation is moreover
limited and defined by the parties trough their arguments. The task of the panel is to decide
whether the behaviour in an actual case is compatible with WTO rules and in doing so it must
interpret and identify the relevant norm. In this respect it must be emphasised that the panel
does not apply any other legal sources than those within the framework of the WTO and the
GATT. When it comes to interpretation of the WTO norms, customary rules of interpretation
of public international law shall be applied.156 The panels also interpret the WTO Agreement
in the light of previous panel-interpretations, and even though these are not binding, the
panels seldom deviates from the earlier reports.157

In consideration of the following, one could say that the activity of the panels can be
characterised as a judicial control: the establishment of the panel is automatic, precautions
have been made to guarantee the principle of impartiality in that each side appoints one
adjudicator, all parties get a fair hearing and the style of the reports follows a legal pattern in
comprising factual conclusions, arguments of the parties and legal conclusions, familiar
patterns for any lawyer. 158

������,QYHUWHG�&RQVHQVXV

The legal and practical advantages of this principle cannot be overestimated. Since both panel
and appellate reports are deemed to be adopted unless there is a consensus not to adopt them,
and the complainant will not join such an inverted consensus unless the dispute is settled in
accordance with WTO law, this ”quasi-automatic adoption of the reports”, together with the
                                                
155 In Cottier, 1998, p.335.
156 Article 3:2 DSU. In this respect the binding methods of interpretation in Articles 32 and 32 of the Wienna
Convention of 1969 are used.
157 Hallström, 1994, pp.60 f.
158 McGovern, 1986, p.77.
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independence of the panel- and the Appellate Body Members, implies a judicialization of the
dispute settlement process in the WTO, and could be the most significant innovation with the
new dispute settlement system.159

������7KH�$SSHDOV�)RUXP���7KH�$SSHOODWH�%RG\

The appellate review is a new procedure for the settlement of international trade disputes
among governments.160 With the introduction of the Appellate Body the legally binding force
and the compliance of the WTO rules are further strengthened. The strictly legal function and
expertise of the Appellate Body can be seen as a safeguard against legally unconvincing
judgements, and as a more rule-oriented approach in the WTO. In many aspects the Appellate
Body has elements of a proper court: any appeal must be limited to issues of law covered in
the panel report and legal interpretation of the panel, members of the Appellate Body must be
persons of ”recognised authority with demonstrated expertise in law, international trade and
the subject matter of the covered agreements generally”, the Appellate Body may only uphold,
modify or reverse the legal findings and conclusions of the panel and the Appellate Body, in
contrast to the panels, is a standing body with members appointed for a specific period of
time.161  In requiring that the appellate members must have an expertise in law, law forms
the basis of appellate review. Moreover, by removing the positive consensus, appellate reports
are now quasi-automatically adopted, unless of course there is a consensus not to adopt the.
That is however not very probable, which means that ”de facto, the Appellate Body of the
WTO sits at the apex of a sophisticated, complex and comprehensive body of laws and legal
institutions”.162

Article 3(2) of the DSU lays down the objectives of the dispute settlement system in the WTO
by stating  that the dispute settlement system of the WTO  is a central element in providing
security and predictability to the multilateral trading system. 3UHGLFWDELOLW\, FRKHUHQFH,
FRQVLVWHQF\�and VHFXULW\ are cornerstones of the dispute settlement process, and inherent in
any legal process. With the shift from the GATT to the WTO, the legal structure of the WTO
are dependent upon consistency and predictability, and security and credibility are essential to
any juridical, international dispute settlement mechanism.163

������&RQFOXVLRQ

According to Edmund McGovern, a system is an adjudicative system if there is ”the
assumption that there is a correct solution to the dispute which is reached by ascertaining the
facts and interpreting and applying the law”, and if the issues are determined by an ”impartial
tribunal before whom the representatives of the parties present their contesting views”.164
Considering what has been demonstrated in the above sections, it seems to me at least, that the

                                                
159 Petersmann, 1994, p.1215, Van den Bossche,1994, p.419.
160 Petersmann, 1994, p.1216.
161 Article 17 DSU.
162 Behboodi, 1998, p.61.
163 ibid, p.62-64.
164 McGovern, 1986, pp.74-75.
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dispute settlement system in the WTO comes very close to fit this description. Even though
the panels and the Appellate Body are not formally tribunals, their functions most certainly
resemble tribunals. Against this background it is fair to say that the way in which trade
disputes now can be resolved comes very close to a system of adjudication.165

����:LOO�7KH�1HZ�'LVSXWH�6HWWOHPHQW�6\VWHP�:RUN�%HWWHU"

The dispute settlement mechanism of the WTO has only been in force for three years. But
even though it is difficult to predict the future of the Appellate Body and the WTO there is,
according to some lawyers a strong presumption that the dispute settlement mechanism of the
WTO will work much better than under the GATT 1947.166 This is partly because the past
experience shows that the GATT dispute settlement mechanism in fact worked better than was
generally recognised. Of some 120 complaints under the GATT between 1948 and 1990, sixty
disputes led to panel reports, the rest being settled before a report had been issued. Out of
those sixty reports only four were not adopted.167 Despite being novel, the dispute settlement
system of the WTO has become the most widely used instrument for settling disputes among
sovereign countries States in modern history. As of December 1998 over 150 requests for
consultations have been notified to the Secretariat of the WTO, 30 cases have been settled and
almost as many has been formally settled, 9 have gone through the appellate process.168 Even
though the United States, European Community, Canada and Japan (the QUAD-group)
continues to dominate the number of disputes that formally are brought before the WTO,
developing countries increasingly bring, and win cases. But developing countries not only
bring cases against developed countries, they also bring cases against each other. Rambod
Behboodi explains the relative success of the Appellate Body by its early jurisprudence.
Although the earl reports were not binding, they formed ”a persuasive body of authoritative
interpretations within the WTO for future dispute settlement”169

While disputes settlement procedures have been significantly improved, there are certain
shortcomings that can be identified. A problem with tightening the WTO rules and removing
the possibility to block the adoption of panel and appellate reports is, apart from the practical
problem of an increasing case-load, that if large trade players are unhappy with the reports
they simply decide not to implement the reports. This is exactly what has happened in the
banana dispute where the European Community did not bring its import regime for bananas in
line with the appellate ruling, a fact that made the United States threaten with substantial trade
sanctions. Another problem concerns the panellists. The extended scope, short time-limits,
automaticity  and the quasi-judicialization of the dispute settlement system clearly contrast
with the old GATT practice of settling disputes in a more political and diplomatic matter.
These contrasts might lead to tensions in the new system. One possibility of reducing this risk
is to increase the legal expertise of the panels. There is a clearly a need of professionalism of
the panels and of legal staff in the WTO Secretariat to support the panels.170 According to the
Ministerial Declaration 15 April 1994, the Ministerial Conference was requested to, within 4

                                                
165 Eeckhout,  1997, p.34, Cottier, 1998, p.334.
166 see. e.g. Hoekman, Kostecki, 1995
167 ibid, 1995, p.49.
168http://www.wto.org/wto/dispute/bulletin.htm, 981210
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years, conduct a general and thorough overview of the DSU in order to see what changes were
necessary. This overview has taken place for some time and has mainly concerned  issues such
as the professionalism of the panels and the increased transparency of the WTO.171 As the
new dispute settlement system likely will be applied to a large number of cases, this might in
the long run weaken the authority of first instance panel reports. It might even lead
governments to think they can be granted direct access to the Appellate Body instead of being
obliged to go trough the panel procedure first.172According to David Palmeter another
problem consists in the lack of power of the Appellate Body to remand cases to the lower
instance, the panel, whose decision has been appealed, which can cause problems of
credibility and acceptability of the system. A power for the Appellate Body to remand cases
back to panels would ensure that no issue is decided in an adopted report without the losing
party having an opportunity to appeal that decision to a tribunal other than the one that
decided it initially.173

                                                
171  The Commission of the European Communities has proposed a number of changes of the DSU, inter alia the
introduction of a permanent panel instance, the allowance of ad hoc panellists, public panel meetings and
increased professionalism of the panels. The Member States have had some problems during the summer to reach
a common decision. However they do agree that an increased professionalism of the panels is needed.  Reports
from the meeting of the 113-Committee, Notes for the attention of the 113-committees- MD 301/98 REV1, MD
301/98 REV 5.
172 Petersmann, 1994, p.1218.
173 D. Palmeter, ”7KH�:72�$SSHOODWH�%RG\�1HHGV�5HPDQG�$XWKRULW\”, JWT, February 1998, Vol. 32.
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���(IIHFWV�RQ�7KH�(XURSHDQ�&RPPXQLW\

The WTO and its new dispute settlement mechanism will have many legal and practical
effects on the European Community. The more secure and predictable DSU will not only
question the Court of Justice’s arguments for denying the WTO Agreement direct effect, it
will also affect the EC’s dispute management. The DSU is a binding dispute settlement
mechanism and can not be ignored by the Members of the WTO. Despite being the biggest
trading partner of the WTO, the EC can no longer block panel decisions but must comply with
the rulings. Also the fact that the WTO is a mixed agreement will give rise to complications
for the EC .

�����'LVSXWH�0DQDJHPHQW

The European Community has been a frequent user of the dispute settlement under the
GATT.174 This has led to extensive expertise and experience in settling disputes. However
the DSU has brought some new elements to the system which the European Community will
have to take into account. Since the defendants no longer can block the establishment of a
panel there is a risk of being overwhelmed with cases and a pressure to seek compromises.
Furthermore, trade disputes under the DSU have proved to be both legally and factually
complex. Disputes often involve technical issues. Panels can only judge on the law and facts
submitted to them by the parties, which mean that they to a large extent rely on well structured
arguments by the Parties. Taken together, this requires considerable and time-consuming legal
research in order for the European Community to successfully and professionally handle the
case-load. This suggests close co-operation between the Commission and the Member States
and the problems of shared competence will need to be overcome. The cases need to be
handled by well structured teams who possess the knowledge and expertise required and who
are able to react promptly to questions by the panels and produce evidence in time.175

����7KH�3UREOHPV�RI�0L[HG�$JUHHPHQWV

Both the European Community and the Member States are parties to the WTO Agreement.
Article XIV of the WTO Agreement makes it clear that it is open to acceptance by the
”European Communities” and the Member States.176 Thus, the WTO Agreement is a mixed
agreement and the competence is shared between the Community and the Member States.
This was illustrated in the 2SLQLRQ����� where the Court made it clear that the Community did
not have exclusive power for all the commitments under the WTO Agreement.177 The
Commission requested an Opinion of the Court pursuant to Article 228(6) of the EC-Treaty
                                                
174 From 1970-1989, the EC was a defending party in 45 cases and a claimant in 30 cases. Note also that as of 30
July 1998, the European Union has been involved in 4 active panels as defendants and 2 as claimant,
Cottier,1998, p.351.
175 Cottier, 1998, p.353.
176 The ECSC and Euroatom however, are not parties to the WTO Agreement.
177 Opinion 1/94 Re the WTO Agreement (1995) ECR I-5267.
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on the competence of the EC and the Member States to conclude the WTO Agreement. The
Court came to the conclusion, with regard to both express and implied powers, that the
Community had sole competence, pursuant to Article 113 of the EC Treaty (common
commercial policy), to conclude the Multilateral Trade in Goods, and that the Community and
the Member States were jointly competent to conclude the GATS and the TRIPs.178

The fact that that the European Community and the Member States have shared competence
with regard to the WTO agreement will have both practical and institutional consequences. In
areas of shared competence, Members of the WTO may bring complaints against the EC, one
or more Member States or both, since they all have individual membership in the WTO. This
can lead to some confusion and create practical problems since it is not always clear for non-
member countries whom to talk to and who eventually decides. The United States has
preferred to bring complaints directly against the Member State of the EC whose law is
claimed to be inconsistent with WTO law. Even though this could be advantageous in some
aspects, the fact is that the national governments in the Member States do not possess the long
and extensive experience that the Commission has acquired over the years on GATT. It is
therefore desirable that the Member States seek the advice and co-operation with the
Commission in all cases.179 Confusion and controversy in this area might not only
marginalize the Community and undermine its negotiation power, it might also lead to the
paralysation of the WTO.180 In big cases involving broader issues it will be necessary to
develop shared European positions and strategies. In fact, the EC and Member States should
take advantage of the fact that the EC has the 15 votes of its members. As Jacques Bourgeois
puts it: ”the European Community should show to the whole world that it is more than a club
of states”.181

2SLQLRQ����� could also have important results for the previous case-law of the Court when it
comes to interpretation of the GATT. So far the Court has had the exclusive jurisdiction to
interpret GATT, but with the recognition in Opinion 1/94 that the Uruguay Round
Agreements are mixed in nature this could give rise to problems in so far that Member States
may reject the Court’s jurisdiction for those provisions.182 In areas of GATS and the TRIPs
the Court share the jurisdiction with the Member States, which means that the Member States
can argue that the Court can only comply and interpret the provisions in those agreements as
regards matters within its competence. This problem was illustrated by Advocate General
Tesauro in +HUPqV�,QWHUQDWLRQDO where the Court of Justice was asked to interpret Article 50
of the TRIPs Agreement.183 Tesauro said that even though he was inclined to agree with the
view that the Community only is required to comply and interpret the provisions of the TRIPs
Agreement ”as regards matters within its competence”, he regarded  this principle
”superficially clear and simple” and pointed to the difficulty to establish precisely whether a
given provision falls within the Community’s or the Member States’ competence, and the
effect of a national interpretation in the Community system. Instead Tesauro regarded the

                                                
178 ibid, paras. 34, 98 and 105.
179 Cottier, 1998, p.355.
180 P. Van den Bossche, ” 7KH�(XURSHDQ�&RPPXQLW\�DQG�WKH�8UXJXD\�5RXQG�$JUHHPHQWV”, in Implementing the
Uruguay Round, eds. J.H., Jackson and A.Sykes, 1997, p.29.
181 J.H.J. Bourgeois,  ”7KH�8UXJXD\�5RXQG�RI�WKH�*$77��6RPH�*HQHUDO�&RPPHQWV�IURP�DQ�(&�6WDQGSRLQW”, in
The European Union and World Trade Law, eds. N.Emilou and D.O’Keeffe, 1996, at p. 86.
182 In both the SPI and Demirel case, the Court said that it had the exclusive jurisdiction to interpret the GATT.
183 C-53/96 +HUPqV�,QWHUQDWLRQDO��VRFLHWp�HQ�FRPPDQGLWH�SDU�DFWLRQV��Y��)+7�0DUNHWLQJ�&KRLFH�%9 , Judgement
of the Court 16 June 1998.
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requirement of uniformity in the interpretation and application of all the provision of the
agreements in question as fundamental, and emphasised the ensurance of close co-operation
both in the process of negotiation and conclusion and in the fulfilment of the commitments
entered into.184

Another problem lies in the possibility of FURVV�UHWDOLDWLRQ. There could be difficulties for the
EC and the Member States in implementing panel and appellate reports where cross-
retaliation has been authorised; if a Member State who has won a panel in the area of trade in
services or TRIPs, where the competence is shared, would be unable to take cross-retaliatory
measures in those fields, it would be precluded from taking these measures in the area of trade
in goods, since this is within the exclusive competence of the EC. The situation applies
conversely where the EC has won a panel.185 When it comes to GLUHFW�HIIHFW of a mixed
agreement, it is not yet settled whether the denial of direct effect also applies to the
application of mixed agreements by national courts. The Opinion 1/94 did not give any
guidance on this subject and neither did the judgements given by the Court so far. Given the
importance of direct effect of the WTO this issue of direct effect of mixed agreements will
also have to be clarified within the EC.

����,PSDFW�RQ�,QWUD�(&�'LVSXWH�6HWWOHPHQW��&RPSOLDQFH
ZLWK�7KH�:72�2EOLJDWLRQV

It is in the first place the Commission, the Council and the Parliament together with the
national authorities that are obliged to comply with the commitments of WTO and the
decisions of dispute settlement. Under the new WTO it has become even more important to
comply with the WTO rules, especially since the costs of non-compliance are much higher
than before. The non-compliance cannot only lead to temporary compensation but also to the
imposition of trade sanctions. Under the WTO the stakes are higher and there are higher
expectations on the system. The governments can no longer ignore this. Non-compliance may
even threaten the consistency of the European Community legal order. A very famous
example of non-compliance and the frustration it created is the banana dispute. Not only did
the non-compliance result in political tensions, it put at risk the principle of primacy of
Community law over national law. This dispute, which is not yet over, has not only made the
German courts compensate German importers for the protection denied under WTO rules, by
granting protection in the German constitutional law overriding Community regulations, it has
also to a large extent damaged the Union’s reputation in public opinion. In the long run, also
the WTO system as a whole will loose credibility.186

                                                
184 paras.  15, 20 and 21 of the Advocate General’s opinion.
185 M.E. Footer, ”3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�RI�WKH�(XURSHDQ�&RPPXQLWLHV�LQ�WKH�:RUOG�7UDGH�2UJDQL]DWLRQ”, in The Legal
Regulation of the European Community’s External Relations after the Completion of the Internal Market, edited
by Stratos Konstadinidis, 1996, pp.88-89.
186  See $WODQWD�)UXFKWKDQGHOVJHVHOOVFKDIW�*PE+�HW�DO��F��%XQGHVDQVWDOW�I�U�/DQGZLUWVFKDIW�XQG�(UQlKUXQJ,
Case 1 E 798/95(v), 1 E 2929/93(v), commented by Cottier, 1998, pp.365-366.
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�������&RPSOLDQFH�ZLWK�7KH�'HFLVLRQV�RI�7KH�'6%

It should again be pointed out that the WTO and the decisions on trade disputes of the DSB
are binding on the parties to the dispute. Article 228 of the EC-Treaty emphasises that
international agreements concluded by the Community are binding, and Opinion 1/91 on the
EEA- Agreement, stressed the binding character of judicial decisions on disputes between the
contracting parties to an agreement, where the Court has been called upon to rule on the
interpretation of the agreement.187 The Court found that in principle an international
agreement providing for its own dispute settlement system is compatible with EC law, and
that its dispute settlement decisions are binding on the EC institutions, including the Court of
Justice.188 This is a significant ruling in that it illustrates that EC membership in an
international agreements, such as WTO, implies the submission of the EC to mandatory
international dispute settlement systems, whose dispute settlement rulings will be binding on
the EC under both international and Community law (Article 228 (7)  EC-Treaty)  With the
introduction of the DSU and the almost automatic adoption of Appellate Body panel reports
by the DSU, the EC are now confronted with decisions binding in international law.
Furthermore it is widely accepted that national or Community law should to the extent
possible, be construed in accordance with international obligations.189 Thomas Cottier argues
that with the changes that the DSU brought to dispute settlement, the attitudes and policies
towards disputes settlement decisions should be revisited in the EC and instead based on a
principle of compliance. Compliance is in the best interests of the EC, and should provide the
basis for developing appropriate judicial policies. A mechanism of dispute prevention
internally also becomes important.190

��������'LUHFW�(IIHFW�RI�*$77�����

All previous judgements denying the GATT direct effect apply to the GATT 1947. However,
as has been illustrated above, the Uruguay Round has changed the scope and degree of
institutionalisation of international trade rules by introducing the World Trade Organization.
The WTO is a significant upgrade from the old GATT and has significantly reduced the ”great
flexibility” of the GATT. Most of the features that the Court considered as weaknesses of the
GATT system in the leading ,QWHUQDWLRQDO�)UXLW case have been reinforced:
i) The WTO agreement introduced a new Agreement on safeguards with more stringent
disciplines which provides the Members with greater foreseability and legal certainty; an
investigation before measures can be taken is required, and a detailed definition of serious
injury is set out. Time-limits have been laid down for all safeguards measures and provisional
measures and a Safeguards Committee has been established in order to oversee and surveille
the operation. This new agreement clearly clarifies and reinforces the disciplines of Article
XIX, ii) The new WTO Agreement also provides for a new dispute settlement system  which
in comparison to the old GATT improves and strengthens the mechanism for solving disputes.
Thus, the dispute settlement system is no longer a system without ”real teeth”,191 iii) as
regards waivers of GATT in Article XXV, a new understanding lays down new procedures for
the granting of waivers from GATT disciplines, for specifying termination dates for any
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waivers to be granted in the future, and for fixing expiry dates for existing waivers,192 iv) the
WTO Agreement also includes new agreements on services and intellectual property rights-
the GATS and the TRIPs.193 An analysis of these agreements could lead to different
conclusions regarding the direct effect, in comparison to the GATT case law. Intellectual
property rights, for example, are inherently private rights, which the TRIPs agreement aims to
define and it would seem that the agreement would appear to apt for direct effect. In Article
1 (3) of the agreement it is stated that: ”Members shall accord the treatment provided for in
this Agreement to the nationals of other Members..”.This indicates that individuals, and not
Members of the WTO, are granted certain rights. The GATS however, resembles the GATT
much more. It is modelled on the GATT, and has borrowed its main rules and mechanism
from the GATT. Moreover in their Schedule of Commitments under the GATS the
Community and its Member States have excluded direct effect.194 Bearing in mind what the
Court stated in Kupferberg about the Community institutions’ freedom to agree on the direct
effect of an agreement concluded with a non-member country, the direct effect of GATS seem
to be ruled out on this ground as well. 195

Consequently, previously laid down principles with regard to the direct effect of the GATT
may no longer apply taken the qualitative changes of the old GATT into account. The
Commission, who argued against direct effect of GATT 1947 in the Banana judgement, seems
however to be against direct effect of the WTO Agreement as well. In the recital in the
decision for the Council’s approval of the Uruguay Round Agreements the Commission stated
that it was necessary to ensure that the Agreements, being intergovernmental agreements,
were not granted direct effect:

 ” ..it is important for the WTO Agreement and its Annexes not to have direct effect, that is one whereby private
individuals who are natural and legal persons could invoke it under national law. It is already known that the
United States and many other of our trading partners will explicitly rule out such direct effect. Without an express
stipulation of such an exclusion in the Community instrument of adoption, a major imbalance would arise in the
actual management of the obligations of the Community and other countries.”196

This statement brings us to the SULQFLSOH�RI�UHFLSURFLW\. The fact is that of the major WTO
members, the United States and Canada have specifically excluded direct effect in their
implementing statutes, and Japan has previously rejected the direct applicability of the
GATT.197To grant the WTO Agreement direct effect could first of all upset the political
balance and secondly, from a practical point of view, be unwise where all the other
contracting parties deny the agreement direct effect. The fear of upsetting the political balance
could be the reason why the Council stated in the preamble of its decision concerning the
conclusion of the WTO Agreement:

” Whereas by its nature, the Agreement establishing the World Trade Organization,
 including the Annexes thereto, it is not susceptible to being directly invoked in Community

                                                
192 Understanding on the Interpretation of Article XXVIII of GATT 1994.
193Agreement on Trade-Related aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs), and General Agreement on
Trade in Services and Annexes (GATS).
194 In the introductory Note to the Schedule it is stated that ”The rights and obligations arising from the GATS,
including the schedule of commitments, shall have no self-executing effect and this confer no rights directly to
individual persons or juridical persons”.
195 C-104/81 +DXSW]ROODPW�0DLQ]�Y .XSIHUEHUJ (1982) ECR 3641, para. 17 of the judgement.
196 Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, 1994 COM (94) 143, p.50.
197 Lee and Kennedy, 1996, p.85.
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 or Member State courts”.198

While Advocate-General Cosmas in the Affish case considered the argument of reciprocity
irrelevant for the purpose of granting the WTO direct effect or not, Kuijper argues that even
though the Court stated in Kupferberg that reciprocity should not play a role, the same is not
true for an agreement, such as the WTO, which has a such a substantial and wide-ranging
economic impact on the national economy.199 A Party who denies the agreement direct effect
would place itself in a favourable position by shielding itself from ”the most powerful
enforcement mechanism for treaties” and arrives at negotiations with ”free hands” in contrast
to countries that are tied by the interpretation of the treaty by their national courts. According
to him there should be the same internal enforcement of the WTO in each Member
country.200 Petersmann does not share this view. He feels that the principle of reciprocity is
unworkable in a multilateral Treaty with over one hundred participants, such as the GATT.
Moreover, the GATT law has always been based on unconditional ”most-favoured-nation”
treatment.201

This last statement may be true, but one must keep in mind that apart from the principle of
non-discrimination, the WTO is based on the principle of reciprocity by a ”balance of rights
and obligations which are achieved through the reciprocal exchange of market-access
commitments”.202 The principle of reciprocity is a fundamental element in the establishment
of a code of conduct and in the limitation of the scope for free-riding, that may occur because
of the most-favoured-nation rule.

How much importance the Court of Justice attaches to the principle of reciprocity is rather
unclear. While in International Fruit it denied the GATT 1947 direct effect on the basis that
GATT was based on the principle of negotiations undertaken on the basis of reciprocal and
mutually advantageous arrangements, the argument in Kupferberg, that the principle of
reciprocity governing the application of free trade agreements should lead to a denial of direct
effect to the Agreement, was rejected. It should also be recalled that in those cases where the
Court granted international agreements direct effect, those agreements were concluded by the
Community on a bilateral basis with either individual European countries, or with less-
developed countries to which the Community granted trade concessions.203

�������&DVH�ODZ�RI�*$77�����

The Court has in three recent cases dealt with the question of direct effect of the WTO
Agreement.

                                                
198 11 th recital of Council Decision 94/800/EC concerning the conclusion on behalf of the European Community,
as regards matters within its competence, of the agreements reached in the Uruguay Round multilateral
negotiations (1986-1994), published in O.J. 1994  L 336/1, See also 8 th recital of 1994 COM (94), 143, p.60
199 C-183/95 $IILVK�%9�Y��5LMNVGLHQVW�YRRU�GH�.HXULQJ�YDQ�9HH�HQ�9OHHV (1997), para. 127 note 105.
200 Kuijper, 1995, p.64.
201 The most-favoured-nation rule in Article I of the GATT requires that at the border, products made in the
Members’ own countries are treated no less favourably than goods originating from any other country.
202 Hoekman, Kostecki, 1995, p.27.
203 Lee and Kennedy, 1996, p.83.
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��������$IILVK�DQG�7�3RUW���

In $IILVK, a private company importing fish products primarily from Japan sought to rely on
the WTO Sanitary and Physosanitary Agreement in the Dutch court. As a consequence of a
Commission decision (95/119),whereby it forbade Member States to import fish products
from Japan, the Dutch authorities did not authorise the private company’s importation of
Japanese products. A question was raised by the company, whether the Commission’s
decision was inconsistent with the Sanitary and Physosanitary Agreement. Against this
background the Administrative Court for Trade and Industry asked the Court for a preliminary
ruling under Article 177 of the EC Treaty concerning the validity of the Commission
Decision. The Court did not at all refer to the direct effect issue. Since the national court did
not ask a question of direct effect, the Court considered it unnecessary to examine that
question. The Advocate General Cosmas however, commented on the issue of direct effect in
his opinion to the Court. He denied the provisions of the WTO Agreement direct effect on the
same reasoning as that of the established case-law on the GATT 1947. His opinion was that
the provisions of both the GATT 1994 and the WTO Agreement, still are characterised by
great flexibility, and as a consequence cannot be relied on by individuals before the national
courts.205 Despite the introduction of a new dispute settlement mechanism, which offers
more certainty in the sphere of application of the recommendations and decisions of the
Dispute Settlement Body, Cosmas thought that that the spirit of negotiations were not
altogether absent from the new GATT. In this respect he pointed to a number of factors: the
possibility of compensation or the suspension of concessions or other obligations is still
available, the quasi-adjudicative character of the Dispute settlement body is diminished by the
fact that the Ministerial Conference and the General Council, which are political bodies, have
exclusive authority to adopt interpretations of the WTO Agreements, it is still possible for any
Member to modify or withdraw its commitments is maintained, the DSU provides for the
possibility to conclude of agreements on mutually acceptable compensation, there is a
provision in the Agreement on Safeguards for suspending the application of concessions or
other obligations of a similar nature resulting from GATT 1994 to the trade of the Member
applying the safeguard measure, and there is still a possibility to adopt provisional measures in
exceptional circumstances.206

The Advocate-General also cited the preamble in Council Decision 94/800 and stated that the
recital in itself could not preclude the direct effect of the provisions of the WTO Agreement,
but it reflects the fact that the reasons which led the Court to deny the GATT 1947 direct
effect have not ceased to apply with regard to the WTO Agreement and the GATT 1994.
However, Cosmas rejected the argument of reciprocity, put forward by the Commission. To
him, reciprocity is irrelevant for the purpose of answering the question whether or not the
Agreement has direct effect.207 Consequently the WTO Sanitary and Physosanitary
Agreement was denied direct effect because it was not sufficiently clear and
unconditional.208
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The question of direct effect of the WTO Agreement, including the GATT 1994, was again
raised in 7�3RUW. An importer of bananas challenged, before a German court, the lawfulness of
the Community Regulation 404/93 on bananas in terms of the GATT/WTO rules. Advocate-
General Michael Elmer denied the WTO Agreement direct effect on the basis of previous
case-law and on Council decision 94/800. The Court’s case-law on the direct effect of GATT
1947 should, according to Elmer, also apply to the WTO Agreement and the GATT 1994.209
Since the Court answered the first question and second part of the second question in the
affirmative there was no need to answer the question concerning the direct effect.210

���������+HUPqV�,QWHUQDWLRQDO���

In contrast with the above cases, the Advocate-General Tesauro in +HUPqV�,QWHUQDWLRQDO
admitted a direct effect of the WTO Agreement. The case concerned the interpretation of
Article 50(6) of the TRIPs Agreement.

The Advocate-General first commented on the court’s case-law on GATT 1947. Apart from
mentioning some of the criticism against the Court’s arguments in International Fruit and
subsequent case-law, Tesauro himself pointed out that the Court never really has examined the
content of the provisions of the GATT in order to establish whether they are clear, precise and
unconditional in order to fulfil the criteria for direct effect.212 According to him the Court
never went beyond its initial investigation which was concerned with the principal features of
the GATT system, with the result that it has always come down against direct effect. Tesauro
does not regard the characteristics of GATT very different from other international agreements
that the Court has granted direct effect, nor does he find the provisions of the GATT that have
been brought to the Court’s attention in various cases less clear, precise and unconditional
than other provisions of international agreements the Court has granted direct effect. In order
to establish whether the characteristics attributed to the GATT system as a whole could be
considered obsolete in the context of the WTO, Tesauro next examined the substantial
changes in the WTO Agreement. According to him there is no doubt that the WTO system is
very different from GATT 1947 and that there are ”profound changes” in the factors on which
the case-law of GATT 1947 is based: whereas the old GATT was characterised by great
flexibility and possibilities of derogation, the derogation system under the WTO, with waivers
and exceptional measures, has undergone radical changes.213 Furthermore, a new dispute
settlement mechanism, with the introduction of the inverted consensus, has been introduced
which has changed the settlement of disputes in both form and substance. 214 Finally Tesauro
commented on the question of compensation and said that compensation is a purely
provisional measure and is not a method of settling disputes. It is simply a temporary measure
to prevent that the non-implementation of recommendations within a reasonable time from
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nullifying benefits from other contracting parties, and that cannot be considered a reason for
denying the Agreement direct effect.

Based on these reasons the Advocate General concluded that the changes from GATT 1947 to
the WTO make the Court’s objections hitherto obsolete in the context of the WTO and
consequently must lead the Court to change its position on the direct issue. Tesauro stressed
that ”The WTO..is unanimously agreed to represent a definite change, in the sense of being
more open to judicial control and more binding.”215

However, even though the Advocate General admitted the direct effect of the WTO
Agreement he also examined the relationship between the direct effect and the SULQFLSOH�RI
UHFLSURFLW\ and came to the conclusion that the recognition of direct effect should be related to
the principle of reciprocity in the application of the agreement. He concluded that the direct
effect depends on an analogue recognition of direct effect of other Member State courts and
since some other contracting states, notably United States, Canada and Japan, have not
recognised the direct effect of the WTO this would lead to an imbalance in the fulfilment of
the respective and reciprocal commitments undertaken. The result of an absence of reciprocity
would be that if the Community recognises the direct effect of the WTO, and other WTO
Members do not, Community individuals will be disadvantaged compared to their competitors
of third countries since third country competitors can invoke the WTO rules before the EC
Member States, but Community individuals cannot invoke the WTO rules in third country
courts.216 Consequently the Advocate General suggested that the Court follow a principle of
reciprocity and that direct effect of the WTO Agreement should be denied on the basis of
considerations of reciprocity.

The &RXUW�RI�-XVWLFH stressed that it was not required to give an answer whether Article 50 (6)
of the TRIPs could be directly effective, and no comment was made on the direct effect of the
WTO Agreement in general. The Court merely had to answer the question of interpretation
submitted to it by the national court so as to enable it to interpret its national rules in the light
of Article 50 (6) of the TRIPs.217

�������6KRXOG�7KH�&RXUW�RI�-XVWLFH�&KDQJH�,WV�3RVLWLRQ"

The answer is not obvious. Even though the GATT is an international agreement, which the
Community is obliged to respect, the practical implications and effects of granting the GATT
direct effect make it a difficult and debated issue. The question is whether all the innovations
of the dispute settlement of the WTO Agreement makes it VXEVWDQWLDOO\ different from the old
GATT, enough to grant it direct effect. If the Court would recognise the direct effect of the
WTO and its Annexes, that would be ”one of the most potent instruments of its enforcement”
and it is for this reason that many lawyers sometimes strongly encourage such a
recognition.218

                                                
215 para. 30 of the opinion, note 55.
216 paras. 31-35 of the opinion.
217 para. 35 of the judgement.
218 Kuijper, supra, 1995-1996, pp.63-64. In note 55 Kuijper points out that E-U Petersmann for a long time has
pleaded for giving the GATT direct effect, in order to improve the enforcement of its rules.
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Regardless of whether the changes are substantial enough to grant the WTO Agreement direct
effect, many lawyers share the view that it should not be taken for granted that the Court’s
rulings on the old GATT can be transposed to the WTO Agreement. Even though the WTO
agreement still provides for diplomatic and political settlement, and does not totally remove
the flexibility of the old GATT, it is no longer possible to argue along the Court’s lines in the
banana judgement since the Uruguay Round Agreements introduced significant qualitative
changes, especially concerning judicial enforcement where the consequence could be judicial
review of acts incompatible with the Agreements.219 In fact the DSU may well ensure a
much more effective application of the rules than many other international agreements,
including those which the Court previously granted direct effect and besides, ”no rule of law
is absolute in its application, and in many legal orders out-of-court settlements are preferred to
court proceedings.220 There is some concern that if the Court continues to deny the direct
effect of the WTO rules and keep the Community acts intact from under the indirect review
(Nakajima and Fediol), the WTO Agreement will be useless to individuals and weaken the
legal confidence of individuals in the WTO rules. It would also affect the federal structure of
Community law.221

Some of the lawyers refer to Opinion 1/91, where the Court emphasised the binding character
of judicial decisions on disputes between the contracting parties.222 Such decisions are
binding on the Court where it rules on the interpretation of the agreement. Since the WTO
dispute settlement system is an adjudicative system the panel-decisions and the Appellate
Body rulings will be binding on the Community. 3LHW�(HFNKRXW thinks that where a violation is
established, the binding character of the agreement and the principle of legality ”trump any
lack of direct effect”, and the reasons for not granting the direct effect simply cease to be valid
where a violation is established. Apparently Eeckhout considers that the binding character of
the WTO Agreement takes precedence over the direct effect in certain circumstances. In
addition, by applying the panel and appellate rulings, the Community courts could make it
clear that they do not intend to disregard the WTO Agreement which in turn could strengthen
the dispute settlement system of the WTO. 7KRPDV�&RWWLHU also points to the fact that the
Community is confronted with decisions binding in international law, through the almost
automatic adoption of panel and appellate reports and suggest, against the background of
Opinion 1/91, that the Court abide by a principle of compliance.

However, if granting the GATT/WTO Agreement direct effect, there will inevitable arise
practical issues which must be considered. 3KLOLS�/HH and %ULDQ�.HQQHG\ point to the serious
practical results of the GATT/WTO Agreement being granted direct effect. Legal certainty
and the possibility of successfully concluding negotiations in the future would be greatly
diminished and a great number of the EC’s basic Common Market Organization Regulations
in the agricultural sector might be invalidated which would lead to confusion and uncertainty

                                                
219 See Eeckhout, 1997, p.32, de la Torre, 1995, p.64, and G. Horlick in an amended transcription of the Panel
discussion held at the 6th Geneva Global Arbitration Forum on 3 and 4 December 1997, ” ,V�WKH�:72�'LVSXWH
6HWWOHPHQW�0HFKDQLVP�5HVSRQVLYH�WR�WKH�1HHGV�RI�WKH�7UDGHUV"�:RXOG�D�6\VWHP�RI�'LUHFW�$FWLRQ�E\�3ULYDWH
3DUWLHV�<LHOG�%HWWHU�5HVXOWV"´� JWT, April 1998, Vol. 32, No. 2, pp.164-165.
220 Eeckhout, 1997, p.35-36.
221 N. Komuro in the amended transcription of the Panel discussion, supra, JWT, 1998, p.162-164 .
222 Eeckhout, 1997, pp.51 f, Cottier, 1998, pp.371 f, Petersmann, ”3URSRVDOV�IRU�D�QHZ�FRQVWLWXWLRQ�IRU�WKH
(XURSHDQ�8QLRQ��%XLOGLQJ�EORFNV�IRU�D�FRQVWLWXWLRQDO�WKHRU\�DQG�FRQVWLWXWLRQDO�ODZ�RI�WKH�(8”, CML.Rev.
1995, Vol.32, No 5, pp.1162 f.
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in this sector. To grant GATT direct effect would also have serious repercussions for the
Lomé Convention. This Convention has consistently been held directly effective by the Court,
and that means that it takes precedence over the GATT in the Community legal order. There
could be a direct conflict between the GATT and the Lomé Convention if the Court treats the
GATT as directly effective. This could lead to very serious consequences for those ACP
States benefiting from the Lomé Convention. 223 Lee and Kennedy consider that despite the
fact that the WTO Agreement brought significant changes, it still seems to be based on the
principle of  negotiations, and they think that in order to avoid the serious practical difficulties
the WTO Agreement might lead to, the Court is likely to deny the GATT direct effect on
quasi-political grounds in the future. According to them, the Court is not so much concerned
with encouraging the integration process through its judgements anymore like it did in
Kupferberg. ”Nowadays....the Court is thought to consider itself more as an arbiter of
disputes, rather than as a positive force for integration”.224 Another point to be made is the
fact that disputes concerned with the implementation of the WTO rules are often legally
complex. Legal disputes might best be resolved by the WTO panels and the Appellate Body
who posses the specialised knowledge required, in contrast to the Community courts who are
unfamiliar with the context and practice of the WTO Agreement.

As to the problem of the principle of reciprocity, $GYRFDWH�*HQHUDO�7HVDXUR, in Hermès
International, considered the question of direct effect closely linked to the principle of
reciprocity and pointed to the fact that other major WTO Members had consistently denied the
GATT/WTO direct effect. 7KRPDV�&RWWLHU on the other hand, does not think that the fact that
the United States has denied the WTO direct effect generally exclude self-execution of the
WTO rights and obligations. Neither does the fact that the Community has said that the WTO
rules are not suitable for direct effect. He gives Switzerland as an example and refers to the
policy of the Swiss government: ”direct effect is good for the country, whatever the others
think about it because it heightens our own competitiveness and it is an instrument to fight
unjustified protectionism”. Consequently Cottier thinks that it is beneficial to go towards the
direct effect of suitable WTO rules from the point of view of competitiveness of a country.
225This brings us to the problem of monist and dualist states. One must keep in mind, that
Switzerland operates under PRQLVP� which means that courts give direct effect to most
treaties. For countries operating under GXDOLVP things are a little bit different since
international law and national law are seen as two completely different systems of law.
National courts apply only national law and breaches of international treaties are not for them
to solve, that is a matter of politics and diplomacy. The United States could serve as an
example to illustrate the problems of having some WTO members granting the WTO
Agreement direct effect and some not. The United States operates under dualism which means
that it does not allow individuals to invoke provisions of the WTO Agreement in its courts. If
all the Community countries would apply the WTO agreement in law, but the Community’s
contracting parties could not be forced by individuals to apply the agreement, there is a risk
that the WTO agreement will be properly applied only in the Community, which would put
the Community as well as individuals in a disadvantageous position.

                                                
223 However, it should be noted that the Lomé Convention is protected under a waiver, granted to the Community
under Article 1 of the GATT.
224 Lee and Kennedy, 1996, p.83.
225 T. Cottier in the amended transcription of the Panel discussion,  JWT, 1998, p.161 .
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���5HFHQW�DQG�)XWXUH�'HYHORSPHQW

����)XWXUH�5HODWLRQV�ZLWK�7KH�$&3�6WDWHV

Despite the fact that the Appellate Body found the EC banana regime inconsistent with the
GATT and WTO Agreement, it still recognised the economic and social effects of the regime.
In its ruling it pointed out that ”(f)rom a substantive perspective, the fundamental principles of
the WTO and WTO rules are designed to foster the development of countries, not impede it..
we concluded that the system is flexible enough to allow.....appropriate policy responses in the
wide variety of circumstances across countries, including countries that are heavily dependent
on the production and commercialisation of bananas.”226 The Panel and Appellate ruling has
not only made the EC revise its banana regime, it has also raised important challenges for the
future of the Lomé Convention.

There seems to be a common understanding that the Lomé Convention has not been a
particularly successful instrument of development policy, especially in the field of trade co-
operation. Despite many efforts, the ACP states have failed to develop either as significant
exporters or as markets for EU products, and their exports to other markets have not grown
significantly.227 Most ACP States have not been able to make any substantial changes to their
trade structures since the first Lomé Convention in 1975. This might suggest that the
preferential treatment enjoyed by the ACP states in Europe is not a sufficient condition to
develop ACP trade.228 Even though the Caribbean countries claim that the Lomé’s guarantee
of preferential access to the EU banana market is essential to their economic survival, there
are some suggestions that the ACP states might be better of without the Lomé Convention. By
letting the ACP states progressively open up to the whole world at a pace adapted to the need
of each state’s economy, current market access for the ACP states could be preserved,
discrimination between developing countries would end and multilateral trade liberalisation
would be supported.229

Apart from being an unsuccessful trade instrument the Lomé Convention is also inconsistent
with the WTO rules. In the year of 2000 the Lomé IV expires and the European Community
has recognised that any future Convention must be more consistent with the WTO
international trade rules. The banana-dispute clearly proved that the Community no longer can
honour its commitments to the ACP states as a whole. As a result of the consultation process
in the Green Paper, the Commission proposed, in its latest communication on the future of the
Lomé Convention, a number of potential trade arrangements, one of which was new co-
operation agreements with the ACP which would take the form of either economic co-
operation agreements, with varying degrees of reciprocity, or economic partnership

                                                
226 WT/DS27/AB/R, para. 8.3
227 McMahon, 1998, p.113 and 1996; ´/RPp�,9�$�%OXHSULQW�IRU�WKH�)XWXUH�RU�D�5HOLF�RI�WKH�3DVW” in The Legal
Regulation of the European Community’s External Relations after the Completion of the Internal Market, ed. S.
Konstadinidis, p. 193, Grynberg, supra, pp.1 f,  and A.Koning, ”&KDOOHQJHV�WR�$&3�7UDGH�ZLWK�(XURSH�DIWHU�WKH
8UXJXD\�5RXQG”, http:// www.oneworld.org/ecdpm/pmb/b1f_gb.htm, 981006, pp.1 f.
228 Koning, supra, pp.2-3.
229 H.B.S. Lecomte, ”0XVLQJV�IURP�0DDVWULFKW��,QWHUQDWLRQDO�WUDGH��:RXOG�WKH�$&3�EH�EHWWHU�RI�ZLWKRXW
/RPp"´��http://www.oneworld.org/ecdpm/musing/hs11_gb.htm, 981006, p.1.
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agreements.230 In addition, even though the Appellate ruling might seem disastrous to many
ACP states, it might lead to closer co-operation between the Community and those states most
affected by the WTO ruling, since the Community more or less are forced to encourage,
promote, and make those states more competitive. The amendments proposed by the
Commission (see below) would substantially alter the market conditions for the traditional
ACP suppliers; by dismantling the import licensing system there will be no ”mechanism to
bridge the gap between Latin American and ACP bananas”.231 Also, under the GATT 1994,
waivers are only available on a year to year basis and renewal of the waiver depends upon
progress being made by the state receiving the waiver. This could leave the Lomé Convention
open to debate every year and in turn be an incentive for the Community to successfully
promote trade development in the ACP states, since requesting a waiver every year will lessen
their credibility, as well as the WTO’s.

����7RZDUGV�$�7UDGH�:DU"

In order to comply with the Appellate ruling of the WTO, which the EU must do before
January 1999, in January this year, the European Commission adopted a proposal to modify
the regulation establishing the Common Organisation of the market in bananas. In short it
proposed to maintain the tariff quota at 2,2 million tonnes at the rate of duty of ECU 75/tonne,
to establish a further autonomous tariff quota of 353,000 tonnes at a duty of ECU 33/tonne
taking into account the enlargement of the EU, to abolish the present import licensing
arrangements and replace them with a system which is clearly compatible with the WTO, to
grant a share of the tariff quota to all suppliers with a substantial interest and therefore not
allocate individual countries shares within the total allocation for traditional African,
Caribbean and ACP suppliers. In addition the Commission proposed to provide technical and
financial assistance to traditional ACP suppliers in order to increase their competitiveness.
The EU believes that some guarantee of preferential treatment, in the form of guaranteed
access to the EU banana markets is essential if the ACP countries are to preserve their
economies. There is a also a fear that if the traditional ACP banana producers lose markets,
they might start earning a living as drug producers and traffickers instead.232
The Commission proposal was however rejected by the U.S. who argued that the proposal did
not conform completely with all the findings of the WTO panels. According to the Special
Ambassador in the Office of the U.S. Trade representative the Commission proposal
continues to discriminate against Latin American bananas. Setting up a separate banana
regimes runs counter to the WTO ruling and the Latin American tariff quota of 2.2 million
tonnes greatly restricts their access in terms of historical shipments and growth rates. The U.S.
fears that the EU might allocate the tariff quota in a way that discriminates against Chiquita
Brands International. The U.S. also warned the EU against constructing a system that would
require derogations from WTO rules trough a broad waiver. ”Such considerations should be
rejected as failing to settle the banana dispute, hurting long-terms prospects of  Latin
American exports, and undermining the credibility of the WTO dispute settlement system”.

                                                
230 Green Paper on EU-ACP Relations of the Eve of the 21 st century  (Brussels, 1996), pp.63-68, where the
Commission  offered the ACP states four  potential trade arrangements. Also the Communication on the future of
the Lomé Convention, COM (97) 537
231 ”7KH�&RPPLVVLRQ�SURSRVHV�WR�PRGLI\�WKH�(8¶V�%DQDQD�5HJLPH”, http://www.oneworld.org/euforic/spp/
9828_gb.htm, 14 January 1998, p.1.
232 ”:DVKLQJWRQ�JRHV�EDQDQDV�RYHU�(XURSH¶V�UXOHV�RQ�LPSRUWV”, The Daily Telegraph,  November 11, 1998
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Instead the EU should establish a tariff-only system, under which the EU would grant tariff
preferences to ACP suppliers and impose higher tariffs on Latin American imports. This
would give the U.S. banana marketers a chance to sell more bananas in Europe than they
would be able to under a tariff quota.233

The past few months’ development clearly illustrates that the banana dispute is far from
settled The EU did not follow the U.S. proposal, insisting that the changes made to the banana
import regulation are in line with the WTO ruling.. On November 10 this year, the U.S.,
pressured by the demands of the multinational company Chiquita Brands International and its
powerful chairleader Carl Lindner, threatened to impose punitive tariffs on hundreds of
millions of dollars of European exports unless the EU complies with the WTO ruling. The
penalties, which hit a vast variety of goods including wine, fruit, juices, cheeses, bread, pastry,
clothes, toys and sewing machines would double the price of the European products on the
U.S. markets. The EU answered on December 15 this year by challenging the legality of the
U.S. sanctions before the WTO, claiming that the U.S. as a WTO Member, has no right to
unilaterally judge the compliance of another Member State.234

                                                
233 ”8�6��5HMHFWV�1HZ�3ODQ�)RU�%DQDQD�5HJLPH�$V�9LRODWLQJ�:72�5XOHV”, http://insidetrade.com/swec-
cg...SEC_ current+B+trade9822#trade9822, 16 January 1998, pp 1-2.
234 ”8�6��7KUHDWHQV�WR�+LW�(8�:LWK������7DULIIV”, The International Herald Tribune, November 11, 1998,
”:DVKLQJWRQ�JRHV�EDQDQDV�RYHU�(XURSH¶V�UXOHV�RQ�LPSRUWV”, The Daily Telegraph,  November 11, 1998,” (8�WR
7XUQ�WR�:72�WR�)LJKW�8�6��7KUHDW”, The International Herald Tribune, November 12, 1998, ”/HW¶V��0DNH
%DQDQDV��1RW�7UDGH�:DU”, The International Herald Tribune November 27, 1998
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���&RQFOXVLRQ

The Uruguay Round clearly illustrates the trend towards increased trade liberalisation and
competition and it is clear that substantial changes have been made to the GATT by the
introduction of the WTO. The question remains however whether these changes are
substantial enough to allow the WTO Agreements direct effect. It is true that the introduction
of the DSU removed much of the flexibility and unpredictability of the system, and the fact
that the DSU is a binding, integrated system with a right for the parties to the establishment of
a panel, a right to appeal with tight timetables to work against, has greatly judicalisized the
system. However, the banana dispute clearly illustrates that despite these innovations the
system still has a long way to go before functioning as a proper judicial system with proper
courts. The outcome of the dispute proves what many lawyers feared; that the big trading
players will do whatever they want despite the ”binding” reports and the threat of retaliation
measures. The system apparently has shortcomings regarding the implementation of the panel
and appellate findings. Since the DSU does not address cases where an offender claims to
have implemented panel findings and the complainant says it has not, this might well lead to a
deadlock, as we saw in the banana dispute, where the EU claims to have implemented the
Appellate Body report and the U.S. claims it has not. Still, I agree with many of those lawyers
saying that the European Court of Justice cannot simply extend its reasoning on the lack of
direct effect of GATT to the new agreements. The Court must realise that it is today facing an
agreement much more predictable and less flexible which can provide for legal certainty to a
much larger extent than the old GATT. The innovations of the old GATT simply make the
Court’s arguments for denying the GATT direct effect out-of-date.

In my opinion the debate has focused a little too much on the fact that the GATT no longer is
a flexible system characterised by negotiations. According to established case-law, an
agreement, or provisions in an agreement, must also create rights for individuals, private
rights, that they can invoke before national courts, in order for the agreement and its
provisions to have direct effect. The WTO is first and foremost an LQWHUnational organization
which creates rights and obligations between States, not individuals, in contrast to the EU
which is a VXSUDnational organization, which creates rights and obligations for States and its
citizens. I believe this fact has been forgotten in the debate and there seems to be a willingness
to compare the WTO with the European Community, especially with regards to the judicial
proceedings. Comparisons are interesting and important, but unfortunately not very rewarding
when not comparing like to like. However, with the introduction of the TRIPs, the WTO
Agreement does seem to include also private rights which implies that not the whole of the
WTO Agreement should be denied direct effect, only certain parts. The Court’s latest case
+HUPqV�,QWHUQDWLRQDO could have been an important clarification in this respect since it was
asked to interpret a provision of the TRIPs Agreement. Unfortunately it did not comment on
the direct effect of the TRIPs provision. I believe that it is essential for the Court to also
examine whether the WTO Agreement includes private rights, instead of simply referring to
the great flexibility and uncertainty of the system. Those arguments are out-of-date.
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I think the strongest argument for denying the WTO Agreement direct effect is the principle of
reciprocity. However, the fact that the other major trading partners within the WTO have
refused to grant the GATT direct effect is not an argument per se for denying the agreement
direct effect. Political imbalance should not be the reason the WTO Agreement is the denied
the powerful instrument of direct effect. But the fact that Community citizens will be placed
in a disadvantageous situation in trade disputes if only the EU grants the WTO Agreement is a
very strong argument. The consequence of the EU granting the WTO rules direct effect and its
other trading partners within the WTO refusing to do so, is that the Community’s contracting
parties cannot be forced by individuals to apply the Agreement and therefore there is a risk
that the WTO Agreement only will be properly applied in the Community. Clearly, that is not
the intention of the WTO Agreement.

It remains to be seen what scope Nakajima and Fediol, if interpreted broadly by the Court of
Justice, may offer for applicants to use GATT as a basis for applications to the Court. My
guess is that the Court will be very careful in interpreting those judgements too broadly and
will consider them as exceptions rather than the rule and therefore limit instead of broaden
their enforcement.

The banana dispute is a sad example of big trading players threatening to weaken the WTO
and its dispute settlement mechanism over something that neither of them actually grows in
any quantity. No one has greater interest in the effectiveness of the WTO than the world’s top
trading nations and it is regrettable that the U.S. an the EU cannot set the good example they
ought to do. Also the fact that they are fighting over the bananas that the hurricane Mitch just
managed to miss make them look bad. The U.S. threat of introducing sanctions unilaterally
rather than trough the approved multilateral procedures will most certainly lessen the WTO’s
future authority. The attempt to prove to the world that the WTO is a stronger forum for
settling trade disputes than the GATT, with a judicalised system with binding rulings and
instruments of implementation, has unfortunately failed to large extent. By being very vague
about how its ruling against the EU should be implemented, and not being able to force states
into compliance the WTO has shown that it is not yet a fully fletched adjudicative system.
Although there have been many disputes involving several complainants in the past, the
banana dispute is the only GATT/WTO dispute with as many claims, examining as many
measures and involving as many WTO Agreements. With 5 complainants, 20 countries
reserving their third party rights to intervene or make presentations, four separate panel
reports of several hundred pages each, submissions to the panel and the appeal to the
Appellate Body the banana dispute has been focus of an enormous activity in the WTO and it
is also widely recognised as the most complicated case to date.235Director General of the
WTO, Renato Ruggiero called the dispute a test case for the WTO. The banana dispute gave
the WTO a chance to demonstrate their role as on the world trade arena. It is therefore very
regrettable to note that the test failed.

Still, even though the WTO has made mistakes, the banana dispute shows the important role
and potential impact of the WTO in the world trading system. Even though the EU seems to
be avoiding compliance with the WTO ruling by means of technical and legalistic
manoeuvres, the ruling of the Appellate Body has in fact made the EU change its banana
regime. The EU is no longer permitted to protect its internal market at all costs, by conducting

                                                
235 The WTO complaint has been commented, inter alia, by Werner, H.P.,  ”/RPp��7KH�:72�DQG�EDQDQDV”,
http://www.oneworld.org/euforic/courier/166e_wer.htm, updated January 21 1998, p.1, and McMahon, 1998.
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in protectionist measures and the WTO will put more pressure on the ACP states to open their
markets and adapt their trade policies. Despite waivers, the Community can no longer protect
their market from world-wide competition. In that respect the WTO is, and will be a future
authority to count with.This will naturally have effects on intra-EC policies, and  the
knowledge and respect of WTO rules will have to be increased.

One must not forget that the WTO is a new phenomena with the same problems as other big
organizations; politics still playing a major role and big forceful states wanting to have it their
way. Still, in order to operate as an adjudicative system the rules for implementation of the
rulings and recommendations from the panels and the Appellate Body. As long as there are no
powerful instruments of enforcing its rules, the WTO will have difficulties to claim its role as
the world’s most powerful international trade organization.
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